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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TWM</td>
<td>three-wave mixing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWM</td>
<td>four-wave mixing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH</td>
<td>second harmonic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH</td>
<td>third harmonic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHG</td>
<td>second harmonic generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFG</td>
<td>sum frequency generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFG</td>
<td>difference frequency generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPA</td>
<td>optical parametric amplification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWOPA</td>
<td>four-wave optical parametric amplification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOPA</td>
<td>noncollinear optical parametric amplifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPCPA</td>
<td>optical parametric chirped pulse amplification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPM</td>
<td>self phase modulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XPM</td>
<td>cross phase modulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GVM</td>
<td>group velocity mismatch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GVD</td>
<td>group velocity dispersion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR</td>
<td>infrared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIR</td>
<td>near infrared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIR</td>
<td>mid-infrared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV</td>
<td>ultraviolet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUV</td>
<td>deep ultraviolet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VUV</td>
<td>vacuum ultraviolet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEP</td>
<td>carrier-envelope phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHG</td>
<td>high-harmonic generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>supercontinuum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWHM</td>
<td>full width at half maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTSI</td>
<td>Fourier transform spectral interferometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rms</td>
<td>root-mean-square</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FROG</td>
<td>frequency-resolved optic gating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBO</td>
<td>(\beta)-barium borate ((\beta)-BaB(_2)O(_4))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Introduction**

Many processes in chemistry and biology proceed on an ultrafast time scale (sometimes with a decay time of just a few tens of femtoseconds). The direct investigation of such rapid processes rely on the pump-probe time-resolved spectroscopy [1, 2], where the achieved temporal resolution is limited by the length of the light pulse. In addition, many pump-probe experiments require optical pulses with short duration as well as broad frequency tunability [3]. Optical parametric amplifiers based on three-wave interaction in $\chi^{(2)}$ crystals nowadays is a well established technique, used for producing powerful ultrashort light pulses tunable across visible and infrared (IR) spectral range [4–6]. Their efficiency, however, drops significantly in the ultraviolet (UV) due to high group velocity mismatch (GVM) and increased linear and nonlinear absorption of the pump wave [7, 8]. Extending the spectral range of the parametric amplification into the UV, on the other hand, is crucial for studying ultrafast chemical processes, where many molecules have characteristic absorption bands [9]. A standard route to expand the tuning range of the ultrashort light pulses to UV relies on frequency up-conversion (second-harmonic and/or sum-frequency generation (SHG, SFG)), which becomes technically complicated approaching pulse lengths of 10 fs [10]. An alternative way is proposed by the use of four-wave mixing (FWM), which allows direct amplification of the ultrashort UV light pulses in transparent isotropic media with cubic nonlinearity. Noble gases and air, having high transparency and low dispersion in the ultraviolet, might readily serve as the amplifying media [11]. Small intrinsic third-order nonlinearity of the gaseous media is compensated by providing sufficiently long interaction length by means of self-guided propagation of the pump beam in the gas-filled capillary waveguides [12] or in the filamentation regime [13]. Applying these techniques, tunable 30 fs pulses across the deep ultraviolet (DUV) (200-300 nm) spectral range were demonstrated [14], while the shortest pulses in the DUV and even vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) with dura-
tion of $\sim 10$ fs were generated via 3-rd, 4-th and 5-th harmonic generation of the Ti:sapphire laser [15–17].

As compared to gases, condensed bulk media exhibit much higher third-order nonlinearity. Nevertheless, due to high material dispersion, non-degenerate four-wave parametric interactions in condensed media could be phase-matched only noncollinearly. Moreover, high intensity of the applied laser field gives rise to a number of competing nonlinear effects: self- and cross-phase modulation (SPM, XPM), self-focusing, beam break-up and filamentation, and eventually optical breakdown, which occur almost at the same intensity threshold [18]. So far, typical achieved pulse energy via four-wave optical parametric amplification (FWOPA) in bulk solids were $\sim 1 \, \mu\text{J}$ in the visible spectral range [19] and few hundreds of nJ in the IR [20] spectral range. In the second Chapter of this thesis we demonstrate that frequency conversion setups based on FWM in bulk solid-state media can safely and efficiently operate under millijoule pumping and has broad amplification bandwidth in the ultraviolet spectral range. The latter is achieved employing cylindrical focusing geometry, which allows to fulfill the noncollinear phase matching condition without reducing the interaction length.

Generation of tunable, few-cycle light pulses in the near infrared (NIR, 0.8-2 $\mu m$) and mid-infrared (MIR, 2-20 $\mu m$) spectral range are required for diverse studies. Recent advances in time-resolved MIR spectroscopy enabled to probe molecular structure and dynamics on the femtosecond time scale [21]. The generation of intense few-cycle IR pulses is also motivated by strong field physics, in particular, long wavelength-driven high-harmonic generation (HHG) [22], attosecond pulse generation [23] and above-threshold ionization [24]. The latter applications also require the control of the pulse carrier-envelope phase (CEP). In nonlinear optics few-cycle IR pulse sources serve to study femtosecond pulse propagation and supercontinuum (SC) generation in the anomalous group velocity dispersion (GVD) regime, which is poorly explored up to date [25]. In view of the above mentioned applications, the generation of tunable few-optical cycle IR pulses is one of the major challenges of ultrafast optics. In the pursuit of this goal, various strategies have been proposed. In particular, difference frequency generation (DFG) and optical parametric amplification (OPA) processes have been largely employed to down-convert visible or NIR light sources using $\chi^{(2)}$ materials [26, 27]. Recent advances in generation of few-
cycle IR pulses now challenge extreme pulse durations of 10.5 fs (1.5 optical cycles at 2.1 µm) with energy up to 1.2 mJ [28]. The existing alternatives for ultrashort pulse generation in the IR spectral range suggest optical parametric amplification in gases by means of four-wave parametric processes in the filamentation [29] and guided-wave propagation regimes [30]. The latter guarantees broad amplification bandwidth, that is able of supporting IR pulses close to a single optical cycle [31]. Another approach considers MIR pulse generation in wide bandgap solids, such as CaF$_2$ and BaF$_2$ [20, 32], which possess much higher third-order nonlinearity than gases.

A considerable progress in widely tunable femtosecond pulse generation is closely related to the development of commercial amplified femtosecond Ti:sapphire laser systems, which nowadays provide stable and high energy pulses with 30-150 fs duration at 800 nm. Moreover, Ti:sapphire laser pumped noncollinear optical parametric amplifiers (NOPAs) serve as indispensable tool for generation of ultrashort visible pulses with duration < 30 fs [33]. In the third Chapter of the thesis we experimentally demonstrate two methods, that extends the tuning range of a commercial Ti:sapphire laser-NOPA system in the 1.1 – 2.8 µm wavelength range maintaining sub 30 fs pulse duration. The first approach relies on four-wave optical parametric amplification in fused silica sample, while the second is based on difference frequency generation and subsequent optical parametric amplification in type I $\beta$-barium borate (BBO) crystals.

This work aims at practical investigation and development of three- and four-wave interaction-based frequency conversion methods for sub-30 fs pulse generation in the ultraviolet and near-to-mid infrared spectral range for various applications in laser material processing, ultrafast spectroscopy and nonlinear optics, and for studies in the emerging field of mid-infrared nonlinear optics in particular.

The thesis is organized as follows:

- In **Chapter 1** a general introduction to nonlinear polarization, three and four-wave optical parametric amplification is made. The principles of NOPA, passive CEP stabilization method and CEP jitter measurement are explained.

- In **Chapter 2** we demonstrate: (i) generation of 1-ps pulses at the
3rd, 5th, and 6th harmonics of the Nd:glass laser through four-wave difference-frequency mixing in fused silica, CaF$_2$ and MgF$_2$ crystals; (ii) broadband FWOPA around 330 nm in fused silica and CaF$_2$; (iii) generation of $\sim$30 fs UV pulses by means of four-wave optical parametric chirped pulse amplification (OPCPA) in fused silica.

- In Chapter 3 we present two methods for ultrashort pulse parametric visible-to-infrared frequency conversion. The first method is based on broadband noncollinear four-wave optical parametric amplification in fused silica, and the second is based on three-wave difference frequency generation and subsequent optical parametric amplification in type I BBO crystals.

- In Chapter 4 we demonstrate the generation of ultrabroadband SC in fused silica, sapphire, CaF$_2$ and yttrium aluminum garnet (YAG), using 20 fs, CEP-stable pulses at 2 µm. Prior to spectral super-broadening, we observe third harmonic (TH) generation, which occurs in the condition of large phase and GVM and consists of free and driven components.

**The main tasks of the thesis**

1. To demonstrate efficient frequency conversion from near infrared and visible to UV spectral range employing phase-matched FWM in bulk wide-bandgap isotropic media.

2. To adapt the concept of OPCPA to broadband four-wave optical parametric amplifiers operating in the ultraviolet spectral range.

3. To elaborate visible-to-infrared frequency conversion methods for generation of widely tunable, sub 30 fs pulses in the NIR and MIR spectral ranges.

4. To investigate ultrabroadband supercontinuum generation in the anomalous group velocity dispersion regime in wide bandgap solid state media using few optical cycle stable CEP pulses.
Practical novelty

1. Efficient generation of third, fifth and sixth harmonics of the Nd:glass laser using phase-matched noncollinear four-wave frequency mixing in wide-bandgap solid-state isotropic media with cubic nonlinearity is demonstrated.

2. Broadband four-wave optical parametric chirped pulse amplifier based on fused silica is demonstrated. The amplifier delivers 10 µJ, 30-fs pulses at 310 nm.

3. Noncollinear four-wave optical parametric amplifier based on fused silica, which provides sub-30 fs pulses tunable in the near infrared (1.1 – 1.5 µm) spectral range is demonstrated.

4. Collinear BBO-crystal based visible-to-infrared frequency converter, which employs broadband difference frequency generation and subsequent optical parametric amplification and provides 1.2 – 2.4 µm tunable sub-30 fs pulses, is demonstrated. It is shown, that the proposed technique could be easily adopted for generation of few-optical cycle pulses in the 3 – 5.5 µm spectral range.

5. Noncollinear 800 nm pumped BBO crystal based optical parametric amplifier, which provides 15 µJ, 1.6 – 2.8 µm central wavelength two optical cycle pulses with stable CEP, is demonstrated.

6. Filamentation of few optical cycle CEP stable pulses at 2 µm in wide-bandgap solid state media in the regime of anomalous group velocity dispersion yields ultrabradband CEP stable supercontinuum spanning from 450 nm to more than 2.5 µm.

Scientific novelty

1. Four wave interactions in bulk transparent solids could be made efficient by fulfilling noncollinear phase matching condition and using cylindrical beam focusing geometry.

2. Parametric gain bandwidth broadening in FWOPA is resulted by self- and cross-phase modulation effects imposed by the intense pump wave.
3. Optical parametric chirped pulse amplification concept is adopted to four wave optical parametric amplifier, which operates in the ultraviolet and which is capable to amplify pulses as short as 30 fs.

4. The group velocities of the signal and idler pulses could be matched in 800 nm-pumped noncollinear type I BBO crystal-based optical parametric amplifier seeded in the 1.6–2.8 µm spectral range. In this configuration BBO OPA provides broad amplification bandwidth, which supports broadly tunable two optical cycle pulses.

5. Intrinsic third harmonic generation, which accompanies supercontinuum generation in transparent dielectric media, can be used for f-3f interferometric measurements of the CEP.

**Statements of defend**

1. Combination of cylindrical focusing and noncollinear interaction geometry allows to achieve efficient four-wave optical parametric amplification of ultrashort pulses in bulk, transparent solids.

2. Efficient difference frequency generation and optical parametric amplification processes can occur at the same time in a single type I BBO crystal if simultaneously pumped at 800 nm and visible (570–630 nm) spectral range.

3. Group velocity matching between signal and idler waves can be achieved in a 800 nm pumped type I BBO crystal-based NOPA if seeded in the 1.6–2.8 µm wavelength range.

4. Simultaneous third harmonic and supercontinuum generation in transparent dielectric media can be readily used for f-3f interferometric measurements of the carrier-envelope phase fluctuations.
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Chapter 1

General introduction

1.1 Nonlinear polarization

At low light intensities, typical of non-laser sources, material properties (i.e. absorption coefficient, index of refraction) remain independent on the strength of the applied optical field. The polarization $P(t)$ induced in an atom or a molecule by an external field in this case depends linearly on the electric field strength $E(t)$:

$$P(t) = \epsilon_0 \chi^{(1)} E(t) , \quad (1.1)$$

where $\chi^{(1)}$ is known as the linear susceptibility and $\epsilon_0$ is the permittivity of free space. Laser sources, on the other hand, can provide sufficiently high light intensities to modify the optical properties of material. In the regime of weak fields the polarization $P(t)$ as a function of $E(t)$ can be expanded into a Taylor series of $E$ \cite{34}:

$$P(t) = \epsilon_0 \left[ \chi^{(1)} E(t) + \chi^{(2)} E^2(t) + \chi^{(3)} E^3(t) + \cdots \right] \quad (1.2)$$

$$= P^{(1)}(t) + P^{(2)}(t) + P^{(3)}(t) + \cdots = P^{(1)}(t) + P^{NL}(t).$$

Here, the quantities $\chi^{(2)}$ and $\chi^{(3)}$ are known as the second- and third-order nonlinear optical susceptibilities, respectively, while $P^{(2)}(t)$ and $P^{(3)}(t)$ – second- and third-order nonlinear polarization. The second-order polarization gives rise to three-wave mixing (TWM) processes such as SHG, SFG, DFG, OPA. Second-order interactions can occur only in noncentrosymmetric crystals (crystals that do not display inversion symmetry). Since liquids, gases, amorphous solids (such as glass), and even many crystals display inversion symmetry, $\chi^{(2)}$ vanishes for such media, and consequently such materials cannot produce second-order interactions. The third-order
nonlinear polarization is responsible for FWM, Kerr-effect related phenomena (self and cross phase modulation (SPM), (XPM), self-focusing), optical phase conjugation. Third-order interactions (i.e., those described by a $\chi^{(3)}$ susceptibility) can occur for both centrosymmetric and noncentrosymmetric media.

### 1.2 Three wave optical parametric amplification

Optical parametric amplification is a phenomenon where a weak input wave (referred to as the signal), is amplified in the process of a nonlinear interaction with a powerful pump wave. In addition a third wave (the idler) is generated. The OPA can be realized via three-wave, four-wave or in general via $n$-wave mixing processes. In the present section we consider parametric amplification based on a $\chi^{(2)}$ nonlinearity, that is TWM, while four-wave mixing is discussed in the following section.

Nonlinear optical effects are usually described within the general framework of Maxwell equations. For the nonlinear media, that contains no free charges, no free currents and is nonmagnetic, the wave equation governing the propagation of light can be expressed as [34]:

$$
\nabla^2 E - \frac{n^2}{c^2} \frac{\partial^2 E}{\partial t^2} = \frac{1}{\epsilon_0 c^2} \frac{\partial^2 P_{NL}}{\partial t^2},
$$

(1.3)

where $n$ is material refraction index and $c$ is the speed of light in vacuum. In particular, for the three-wave interaction the wave Eq. 1.3 must hold for each frequency component of the field. Within the slowly varying amplitude approximation, involving monochromatic, plane waves we can derive the following coupled amplitude equations for the three waves propagating along $z$ direction [34]:

$$
\frac{\partial A_s}{\partial z} = -i \sigma_s A_p A_i^* e^{-i\Delta k z},
$$

(1.4a)

$$
\frac{\partial A_i}{\partial z} = -i \sigma_i A_p A_s^* e^{-i\Delta k z},
$$

(1.4b)

$$
\frac{\partial A_p}{\partial z} = -i \sigma_p A_s A_i e^{i\Delta k z},
$$

(1.4c)

where $A_j$ ($j = s, i, p$) are the complex amplitudes of the signal, idler and pump waves, respectively, $\Delta k = \Delta k_l z$ is the longitudinal phase mismatch, $l_z$ is the unit vector along $z$ axis, $\Delta k = k_p - k_s - k_i$, $|k| = n(\omega)\omega/c$ is the
wave number, \( n(\omega) \) is refractive index, \( \sigma_j = \frac{\omega_j}{2n(\omega)c} \chi^{(2)}_{\text{eff}} \) is the wave coupling coefficient, where \( \chi^{(2)}_{\text{eff}} \) is the second-order susceptibility. If we neglect pump depletion \( (A_p = \text{const.}) \) the solution to Eqs. 1.4 is readily found to be:

\[
A_s(z) = \left[ A_s(0) \left( \cosh gz - \frac{i\Delta k}{2g} \sinh gz \right) + \frac{\alpha_s}{g} A_s^*(0) \sinh gz \right] e^{i\Delta k z/2}, 
\]

\[
A_i(z) = \left[ A_i(0) \left( \cosh gz - \frac{i\Delta k}{2g} \sinh gz \right) + \frac{\alpha_i}{g} A_s(0) \sinh gz \right] e^{i\Delta k z/2},
\]

where the coefficient \( g \) is given by

\[
g = \left[ \Gamma^2 - \left( \frac{\Delta k}{2} \right)^2 \right]^{1/2},
\]

with \( \Gamma = (\alpha_s \alpha_s^*)^{1/2} \) and \( \alpha_j = \sigma_j A_p \). For the case of perfect phase matching \( (\Delta k = 0, g = \Gamma) \) and in the large gain approximation Eqs. 1.5 simplify to

\[
I_s(z) = \frac{1}{4} I_{s0} \exp(2\Gamma z), \quad (1.7a)
\]

\[
I_i(z) = \frac{\omega_i n_i}{4\omega_s n_s} I_{s0} \exp(2\Gamma z).
\]

Here pump, signal, and idler intensities \( I_j \) \( (j = p, s, i) \) are related to the field strengths \( A_j \) by

\[
I_j = \frac{n_j c_0}{2} |A_j|^2.
\]

The gain of an OPA in this case can be expressed as:

\[
G = \frac{I_s(z)}{I_{s0}} = \frac{1}{4} \exp(2\Gamma z).
\]

It is clear from Eqs. 1.5 that the perfect phase matching \( (\Delta k = 0) \) is the key requirement for efficient energy transfer between pump and signal/idler beams. The condition \( \Delta k = 0 \), however is often difficult to achieve, because in the transparency range materials have a positive dispersion: the refractive index is an increasing function of frequency. As a result, the condition for perfect phase matching with collinear beams,

\[
\frac{n_s \omega_s}{c} + \frac{n_i \omega_i}{c} = \frac{n_p \omega_p}{c},
\]

cannot be satisfied. Typically, three-wave mixing is done in a birefringent crystalline material, where refraction index \( n(\omega) \) depends on the polarization and propagation direction of light [35]. For the case of an uniaxial
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crystal (e.g. BBO) there are two choices for the polarizations of the low-
frequency waves. If the polarizations of the signal and idler waves are the 
same, the wave mixing is said to be type I, if they are orthogonal, it is 
said to be type II. Light polarized perpendicular to the plane containing 
the propagation vector \( \mathbf{k} \) and the optic axis is called the ordinary polarization (light experiences a refractive index \( n_o \)). Light polarized in the plane containing \( \mathbf{k} \) and the optic axis is called the extraordinary polarization and 
experiences a refractive index \( n_e(\theta) \) that depends on the angle \( \theta \) between 
the optic axis and \( \mathbf{k} \) according to the relation:

\[
\frac{1}{n_e(\theta)^2} = \frac{\sin^2 \theta}{n_e^2} + \frac{\cos^2 \theta}{n_o^2}.
\] (1.11)

Phase matching is achieved by precisely adjusting the angle \( \theta \) to obtain the 
\( n_e(\theta) \), for which the condition \( \Delta k = 0 \) is satisfied. The latter method is 
called angle tuning. The other method suggests temperature tuning. In this 
case it is possible to phase-match the wave mixing process by holding \( \theta \) fixed 
at 90° and varying the temperature of the crystal [36]. Other technique, 
that enables efficient three-wave mixing suggests quasi-phase matching in 
periodically-poled nonlinear crystals [37].

The signal and idler frequencies in principle can vary broadly in ranges 
\( \omega_p > \omega_s \geq \omega_p/2 \) and \( 0 < \omega_i \leq \omega_p/2 \), where the lowest achievable frequency 
is limited by the absorption of the nonlinear crystal. The OPA process thus 
provides an easy way of tuning signal/idler over a broad spectral range, 
which is very hard to access directly with lasers due to the lack of suitable 
gain media.

1.3 Four wave optical parametric amplification

In the four-wave mixing interaction, the cubic nonlinearity couples together 
four frequency components \( \omega_{p1}, \omega_{p2}, \omega_s \) and \( \omega_i \) (here indexes p, s, i stand for 
pump, signal, and idler waves) through the induced nonlinear polarization. 
For simplicity, lets assume that the two pump waves are identical \( (\omega_{p1} = 
\omega_{p2} = \omega_p) \), then the evolution of the complex amplitude \( A_j \) (\( j = s, i, p \) is
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governed by a set of three coupled equations that can be written as [18]

\[ \frac{\partial A_s}{\partial z} = -i\sigma_s A_p^2 A_i^* e^{-i\Delta k z}, \]  
(1.12a)

\[ \frac{\partial A_i}{\partial z} = -i\sigma_i A_p^2 A_s^* e^{-i\Delta k z}, \]  
(1.12b)

\[ \frac{\partial A_p}{\partial z} = -i2\sigma_p A_s A_i A_p^* e^{i\Delta k z}. \]  
(1.12c)

\[ \Delta k = \Delta k_l \] is the longitudinal phase mismatch, \[ \Delta k = 2k_p - k_s - k_i, \] and \[ \sigma_j \] are the wave coupling coefficients, expressed as:

\[ \sigma_j = \frac{3}{8} \frac{\omega_j}{\omega_j n_0} \chi_{\text{eff}}^{(3)}, \]  
(1.13)

where \[ \chi_{\text{eff}}^{(3)} \] is the third-order susceptibility related to the nonlinear refractive index \[ n_2 \]

\[ n_2 = \frac{3\chi_{\text{eff}}^{(3)}}{4n_0^3 v_0}. \]  
(1.14)

The solution to the Eqs. 1.12, neglecting pump depletion (\( A_p = \text{const.} \)) and assuming no idler wave at the input (\( A_i(0) = 0 \)):

\[ A_s(z) = A_s(0) \left( \cosh g z - \frac{i\Delta k}{2g} \sinh g z \right) e^{i\Delta k z/2}, \]  
(1.15a)

\[ A_i(z) = A_s^*(0) \left( \frac{\alpha_i}{g} \sinh g z \right) e^{i\Delta k z/2}, \]  
(1.15b)

with \( \alpha_j = \sigma_j A_p^2 \) and \( g \):

\[ g = \left[ \Gamma^2 - \left( \frac{\Delta k}{2} \right)^2 \right]^{1/2}, \]  
(1.16)

where \( \Gamma = (\alpha_s \alpha_i^*)^{1/2} \). In the case of phase-matched interaction the signal and idler intensities reduce to

\[ I_s(z) \approx \frac{1}{4} I_{s0} \exp(2\Gamma z), \]  
(1.17a)

\[ I_i(z) \approx \frac{\omega_i n_s}{4\omega_s n_i} I_{s0} \exp(2\Gamma z), \]  
(1.17b)

and the gain:

\[ G = \frac{I_s(z)}{I_{s0}} = \frac{1}{4} \exp(2\Gamma z). \]  
(1.18)

The expressions of the gain in the case of three- and four-wave OPAs are virtually the same (Eqs. 1.18 and 1.9), however in the three-wave mixing \( G_{TWM} \sim \exp(\sqrt{I_p z}) \) and in the four-wave mixing \( G_{FWM} \sim \exp(I_p z) \).
The efficiency of the FWM crucially depends on the phase mismatch Δk of the interacting waves. Assuming positive material dispersion, in collinear configuration \( k_p + k_p \) is always smaller than \( k_s + k_i \), therefore the condition of perfect phase matching \( Δk = 0 \) in isotropic materials is achievable in noncollinear geometry only. The wave-vector matching diagram for the four-wave parametric amplification is depicted in Fig. 1.1. It considers a pump beam, represented by the sum of two collinear wave-vectors \( k_p \), signal \( (k_s) \), and idler \( (k_i) \) beams propagating at some angles \( θ \) and \( φ \) with respect to the pump beam propagation axis. After simple algebra, one finds the phase matching angles \( θ \) and \( φ \) between the pump and signal/idler beams:

\[
θ = \arccos \frac{4k_p^2 + k_s^2 - k_i^2}{4k_s k_p},
\]

\[
φ = \arccos \frac{4k_p^2 + k_i^2 - k_s^2}{4k_i k_p}.
\]

Figure 1.1: Wave-vector diagram describing the noncollinear four-wave parametric amplification.

The signal and idler frequencies in principle can be tuned in ranges \( 2\omega_p > \omega_s \geq \omega_p \) and \( 0 < \omega_i \leq \omega_p \). The four-wave parametric interaction, therefore enables to amplify and/or generate pulses with wavelength shorter that the pump. The latter is not possible with conventional three-wave OPAs, where wavelengths of both signal and idler waves are longer than the pump. The lowest achievable frequency in four-wave OPAs is limited by the absorption of the nonlinear medium.

1.4 Noncollinear optical parametric amplification

So far we have studied the parametric interaction of monochromatic waves. In the case of short pulses propagating in the nonlinear crystal with different group velocities \( v_g = d\omega/dk \) and neglecting pulse lengthening due to second
or higher order dispersion the equation system 1.4 changes to [38]:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\partial A_s}{\partial z} + \frac{1}{v_{gs}} \frac{\partial A_s}{\partial t} &= -i\sigma_s A_p A_i^* e^{-i\Delta k z}, \quad (1.21a) \\
\frac{\partial A_i}{\partial z} + \frac{1}{v_{gi}} \frac{\partial A_i}{\partial t} &= -i\sigma_i A_p A_s^* e^{-i\Delta k z}, \quad (1.21b) \\
\frac{\partial A_p}{\partial z} + \frac{1}{v_{gp}} \frac{\partial A_p}{\partial t} &= -i\sigma_p A_s A_i e^{i\Delta k z}, \quad (1.21c)
\end{align*}
\]

Eqs. 1.21 capture the main issues of three wave parametric amplification with ultrashort pulses, that are related to GVM between the interacting pulses. In particular, GVM between the pump and the signal/idler pulses limits the interaction length over which parametric amplification takes place, while GVM between the signal and the idler pulses limits the phase matching bandwidth.

In order to achieve broadband amplification, the phase mismatch \( \Delta k \) has to be as small as possible over a large frequency bandwidth. In the collinear geometry the wave vector mismatch can be approximated to the first order of Taylor expansion around signal central frequency \( \omega_{s0} \) as:

\[
\Delta k \approx -\frac{\partial k_s}{\partial \omega_s} \Delta \omega + \frac{\partial k_i}{\partial \omega_i} \Delta \omega = \left( \frac{1}{v_{gi}} - \frac{1}{v_{gs}} \right) \Delta \omega. \quad (1.22)
\]

Here \( \Delta \omega = \omega_s - \omega_{s0} \). The full width at half maximum (FWHM) phase matching bandwidth within the large gain approximation can be calculated from Eq. 1.9

\[
\Delta \nu = \frac{2(\ln 2)^{1/2}}{\pi} \left( \frac{\Gamma}{L} \right)^{1/2} \frac{1}{\left| \frac{1}{v_{gs}} - \frac{1}{v_{gi}} \right|}. \quad (1.23)
\]

where \( L \) is the crystal length. Equation 1.23 shows that the gain bandwidth is inversely proportional to the GVM between signal and idler pulses (defined as \( \left| \frac{1}{v_{gs}} - \frac{1}{v_{gi}} \right| \)). For a collinear geometry (see Fig. 1.3(a)), signal and idler pulses move with different group velocities and quickly separates, giving rise to pulse lengthening and bandwidth reduction. The large GVM coefficient, in other words, dramatically decreases the phase matching bandwidth.

The broadband amplification, on the other hand, can be achieved if a noncollinear geometry is used. The method was first suggested by Gale [39] and is schematically depicted in Fig. 1.2. In this case, pump and signal beams are crossed at an angle \( \alpha \), which is independent of signal wavelength. The idler is emitted at an angle \( \Omega \), which adjusts itself to satisfy the phase
Figure 1.2: Wave-vector diagram describing the noncollinear three-wave parametric interaction.

matching condition. It can be shown, that broadband phase matching can be achieved for a signal-idler angle $\Omega$ such, that the signal group velocity equals the projection of the idler group velocity along the signal direction, that is $v_{gs} = v_{gi} \cos \Omega$ [33], as depicted in Fig. 1.3(b). The latter condition can be satisfied only if the idler has higher group velocity than the signal. From a practical point of view, it is more convenient to know the pump-signal angle $\alpha$, which is given by

$$\alpha = \arcsin \left( \frac{1 - v_{gs}^2/v_{gi}^2}{1 + 2v_{gs}n_s\lambda_i/v_{gi}n_i\lambda_s + n_s^2\lambda_i^2/n_i^2\lambda_s^2} \right)^{1/2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.24)

Figure 1.3: Representation of signal and idler pulses in the case of collinear interaction (a) and noncollinear interaction (b). Phase-matching curves vs signal wavelength for a type I BBO OPA pumped at 400 nm in (c) collinear ($\alpha = 0^\circ$) and (d) noncollinear ($\alpha = 3.7^\circ$) geometry.

As an example Fig. 1.3(c) and (d) shows the phase matching angle vs signal wavelength for two different pump-signal angle $\alpha$ values. The presented OPA is based on a type I BBO crystal and is pumped at 400 nm
(Ti:sapphire laser second harmonic). In a collinear configuration the phase matching angle strongly depends on the signal wavelength, as shown in Fig. 1.3(c), consequently the amplification bandwidth is narrow. By increasing the angle up to $\alpha \approx 3.7^\circ$, simultaneous phase matching over an ultrabroad bandwidth is achieved (Fig. 1.3(d)). The latter configuration is realized in a blue-pumped supercontinuum seeded NOPA, which was used in our experiments (see Appendix I for more details).

1.5 Carrier-envelope phase and passive phase stabilization

Mathematically, a linearly polarized electric field of a pulse can be expressed as:

$$E(t) = A(t) \cos(\omega t + \phi), \quad (1.25)$$

where $A(t)$ is the electric field envelope, $\omega$ is the carrier frequency and $\phi$ is called the CEP also known as the absolute phase. It corresponds to the phase between the envelope and the carrier as depicted in Fig. 1.4. While CEP variation has a negligible effect in the case of a long pulse, it is particularly relevant for few-cycle pulses, where the pulse duration is a small multiple of an optical cycle defined as $T = 2\pi/\omega$. A change in the CEP makes a physically measurable difference only if the nonlinear interaction result is sensitive to the electric field rather than the pulse intensity. For example HHG [22], attosecond pulse generation [23], above-threshold ionization [24], multiphoton absorption [40] are very much CEP-dependent. Control of the CEP, therefore, is a prerequisite for light-matter interactions using few optical cycle pulses.
CEP can be stabilized using active method [41], or, as in the case of this thesis, a passive method suggested by Baltuška [42] can be used. In the three-wave parametric interaction, the simplified frequency and phase equations for the interacting pump, signal and idler waves can be given as

\[ \omega_i = \omega_p - \omega_s, \]  
\[ \phi_i = \phi_p - \phi_s - \frac{\pi}{2}. \] (1.26a) (1.26b)

If pump and signal pulses are derived from the same source and have the same phase (i.e. \( \phi_p = \phi_s = \phi \)), then \( \phi_i = \text{const} \) and pulse-to-pulse fluctuations of \( \phi_p \) (or \( \phi_s \)) are canceled in a passive way as shown in Fig. 1.5. The latter holds also for the DFG process, where the generated difference-frequency pulses emerge with a stable CEP [43, 44].

**1.6 f-2f measurements of CEP jitter**

Next, we explain the f-2f spectral interferometry approach for amplified pulse shot-to-shot CEP drift measurement, experimentally demonstrated by Kakehata et al. [45]. Figure 1.6 shows a typical f-2f nonlinear interferometer. A pulse with a CEP \( \phi \) is first focused into a slab of a nonlinear
media (sapphire, YAG, CaF$_2$, etc.) to generate a supercontinuum. The spectral broadening during SC generation can be regarded as a special case of four-wave mixing, in which a new frequency $\omega_{SC}$ is generated starting from three frequencies $\omega_1$, $\omega_2$ and $\omega_3$, all belonging to the pulse spectrum. The frequencies and phases of these waves are linked by the relationship

$$\omega_{SC} = \omega_1 - \omega_2 + \omega_3,$$

(1.27a)

$$\phi_{SC} = \phi_1 - \phi_2 + \phi_3 - \pi/2.$$

(1.27b)

If we consider that the mixing pulses share the same phases ($\phi_1 = \phi_2 = \phi_3 = \phi$), then the SC pulse will have the CEP:

$$\phi_{SC} = \phi - \pi/2.$$  

(1.28)

It is important to notice, that a SC pulse retains the same value of $\phi$ as that of the input pulse. After generating a sufficiently broadband supercontinuum, the pulse is sent to the SHG crystal. The CEP of the resulting pulse is

$$\phi_{SH} = 2\phi_{SC} - \pi/2.$$  

(1.29)

The spatially overlapped supercontinuum and its second harmonic (SH) are directed to a polarizer and the transmitted spectral components are sent to a spectrometer. In the frequency domain the interference between the SC and SH pulses can be expressed as

$$S(\omega) = S_{SC}(\omega) + S_{SH}(\omega) + 2\sqrt{S_{SC}(\omega)S_{SH}(\omega)} \cos(\phi_{SH} - \phi_{SC} + \omega_{\tau d})$$

$$= S_{SC}(\omega) + S_{SH}(\omega) + 2\sqrt{S_{SC}(\omega)S_{SH}(\omega)} \cos(\phi - \pi + \omega_{\tau d}),$$

(1.30)

where $\tau_d$ is the relative delay between SC blue part and the SH pulse, $S_{SH}(\omega)$, $S_{SC}(\omega)$ are the spectra and $\phi_{SH}$, $\phi_{SC}$ are the CEPs of the SH and SC pulses respectively. Figure 1.7(a) shows two spectrograms generated by two successive pulses $j$ and $k$ with CEPs $\phi_j$ and $\phi_k$. The fast modulation is clearly visible around $2\omega$, where the SH and SC spectra overlap. If the pulse CEP is not stable, the interference fringes in Fig. 1.7(a) will move from shot to shot and will vanish upon averaging. The phase drift $\phi$ can be evaluated employing the standard algorithm of Fourier transform spectral interferometry (FTSI) [46]. The method relies on (i) an inverse Fourier transform of the interfering part around $2\omega$ in Fig. 1.7(a), (ii) a selection of a finite time window around $\tau_d$ (shaded area in Fig. 1.7(c)) so as to keep only the interfering product between the two fields, (iii) a Fourier transform back.
Figure 1.7: (a) f-2f spectral interferogram, (b) interfering part around $2\omega$, (c) its inverse Fourier transform (absolute value), (d) retrieved phase difference $\phi_{SH} - \phi_{SC}$.

into the frequency domain then allows the retrieval of the $\phi$ (Fig. 1.7(d)). The CEP jitter between pulses $j$ and $k$ is found as $\Delta \phi_{CEP} = \phi_j - \phi_k$.

The theoretical background of the f-2f nonlinear interferometry can be easily adopted to an f-3f approach, where the spectral overlap between the supercontinuum and the third harmonic pulses is measured. In this case the phase of the third harmonic pulse is

$$\phi_{TH} = 3\phi_{SC} - \pi/2,$$

while the phase difference between TH and SC pulses measured by an f-3f interferometer: $\phi_{TH} - \phi_{SC} \propto 2\phi$. It is clear, that the phase shift of an spectral interference fringe is affected by the CEP jitter two times more for the f-3f interferometry than for the f-2f approach. The retrieved f-3f phase jitter value, thus has to be divided by a factor of 2.
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Generation and optical parametric amplification of ultrashort UV pulses

Material related to this chapter was published in [A1 – A6]

2.1 Motivation

Generation and applications of the ultrashort light pulses in the ultraviolet attract much scientific and technological interest since the inception of nonlinear optics. Femtosecond ultraviolet laser pulses are on demand for many spectroscopic applications studying ultrafast processes in photochemistry and photobiology [47]. Many challenging applications in material processing, such as laser processing via surface ablation [48], micro-printing of biomaterials [49], long-period fiber grating fabrication [50], in-depth modification of transparent solids [51], laser micro-structuring [52], to mention a few, require ultrashort laser pulses with energy of tens of microjoules.

Among variety of nonlinear optical techniques to generate ultrashort light pulses in the ultraviolet, four-photon interactions in transparent isotropic media attract steadily growing interest. In particular, four-wave mixing in noble gases and air allows direct generation and/or amplification of the ultrashort ultraviolet light pulses and became a convenient technique to produce microjoule ultraviolet pulses with duration of few tens of femtoseconds [11, 12, 14–17, 53]. Recent advances in generation of few-cycle ultraviolet pulses in gases now challenge extreme pulse durations of \( \sim 1\text{-fs} \) [54, 55]. These techniques combine all the essential prerequisites for efficient four-wave parametric amplification to take place - phase-matching,
long interaction length maintaining high pump intensity, and broadband amplification supported by low dispersion of the gaseous media, and typically deliver pulses of $\sim 10 \mu J$ energy with pumping at the mJ energy level.

Experimental studies of the four-wave interactions in transparent solids, however, were limited mostly to generation and amplification of the ultrashort light pulses in the visible and infrared spectral range, using tightly focused laser beams [19, 20, 32, 56, 57], with quite a few studies devoted to ultraviolet pulse generation. In particular, third-harmonic generation was experimentally demonstrated, applying different interaction schemes, with [58] or without [59] assistance of the second-order nonlinearity in UV-transparent birefringent crystals, difference-frequency generation [60] and direct frequency tripling [61] in liquids. Despite the fact that condensed media possess much larger third-order susceptibility as compared to gases, severe limitations are imposed by high material dispersion. That is, non-degenerate four-wave interactions could be phase-matched only non-collinearly, which impose substantial reduction of the interaction length in tight focusing geometry. Moreover, high intensity of the applied laser field gives rise to a series of competing nonlinear effects – self- and cross-phase modulation, self-focusing, beam break-up and filamentation, and eventually optical breakdown, which occur almost at the same intensity threshold [18]. So far, typical energy of the pulses amplified via parametric four-wave processes in bulk solid state media were in the order of $\sim 1 \mu J$ in the visible [19] and few hundreds of nJ in the MIR [20] spectral range.

Recently, a new route in practical implementation of efficient four-wave optical parametric amplification in condensed bulk media was suggested making use of cylindrical focusing geometry [62, 63], which allows to fulfill the noncollinear phase-matching condition without reducing the interaction length as explained in the following section.

### 2.2 Harmonic generation via four-wave difference frequency mixing

The most straightforward way to convert the radiation emitted by solid-state lasers into the ultraviolet spectral range is the TH generation. In a medium with $\chi^{(3)}$ nonlinearity there are two four-wave mixing configurations, which may lead to third harmonic generation. The first approach
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considers direct frequency tripling, that is \(3\omega = \omega + \omega + \omega\). The phase matching condition could be fulfilled only in media with negative dispersion, e.g. metal vapors [64], however the overall process is inefficient due to high absorption. On the other hand, in transparent media with positive dispersion, the phase-mismatch could be greatly reduced by means of tight focusing [65]. In this case, however, energy conversion process is limited by low intrinsic nonlinearity of gaseous media and short interaction length. The efficiency of TH generation could be improved by use of guided wave propagation in the filamentation regime [11], but still it does not exceed 1%. In condensed media, TH generation efficiency in the filamentation regime still remains remarkably low \((10^{-6})\) due to severe phase-matching limitations [61]. The second approach is based on four-wave difference-frequency mixing \((3\omega = 2\omega + 2\omega - \omega)\) and allows the phase matching condition to be perfectly fulfilled in any transparent medium. More importantly, the four-wave difference-frequency mixing method could be easily extended to any other higher laser harmonic generation by choosing appropriate frequencies of the input radiation. In what follows, we present experimental results on efficient generation of 1-ps pulses at third (Sect. 2.2.1), fifth (Sect. 2.2.2), and sixth (Sect. 2.2.3) harmonics of the Nd:glass laser by phase matched four-wave difference-frequency mixing using cylindrical beam focusing geometry. The complete geometrical arrangement of FWOPA is illustrated in Fig. 2.1, providing top and side views of the interaction. The focus-

![Figure 2.1: Geometrical beam arrangement in the FWOPA. CL1 and CL2 are cylindrical lenses for beam focusing and restoring, respectively. \(\theta_{ext}\) is the external phase matching angle, \(\theta_{ext} \approx n(\omega_s)\theta\).](image)

...ing is performed in the vertical (y) plane, while the beams are crossed in the horizontal (x) plane, thus ensuring a good spatial overlap along entire sample length. It is important to note that in this configuration, catastrophic self-focusing and break-up of high-intensity elliptical pump beam into multiple filaments is quenched due to strong four-wave coupling. As a result, the pump, signal and idler beams simultaneously reshape into stable

30
1-dimensional spatial solitons [62, 63]. Under these settings, the four-wave parametric amplification could be performed with high energy (milijoule) pump pulses, at the same time keeping the laser beam intensity reasonably below the optical damage threshold of the nonlinear medium.

2.2.1 Third harmonic generation in fused silica

Figure 2.2: Experimental setup. SHG is the second harmonic generator, CL1 and CL2 are the cylindrical focusing lenses, $\theta_{\text{ext}}$ denotes the external phase matching angle, $\theta_{\text{ext}} \approx n(\omega)\theta_{\text{pm}}$.

The experiment was performed using a commercial Nd:glass laser system (Twinkle, Light Conversion Ltd.), which delivered 1-picosecond pulses at 1055 nm with energy up to 6 mJ at 10 Hz repetition rate. The laser output was split into two parts. The first portion of the laser radiation was frequency doubled in a 11-mm-thick KDP crystal (yielding photons at 527 nm) and then recombined with a fresh fundamental harmonic (1055 nm) so as to produce TH at 351 nm through the four-wave difference frequency mixing process, i.e. $3\omega = 2\omega + 2\omega - \omega$ (see Fig. 2.2). Intense fundamental and second-harmonic laser beams were focused into the UV-grade (type KU-1), 3-mm-long fused silica sample using cylindrical lenses CL1 ($f_x = \infty$, $f_y = 750$ mm) and CL2 ($f_x = \infty$, $f_y = 500$ mm) respectively. The FWHM size of both elliptical pump beams was measured as 5 mm $\times$50 µm. The beams were crossed at $\theta_{\text{pm}} = 11^\circ$ angle, which was found from the phase matching condition (Eq. 1.19). The energy ratio of the fundamental and second-harmonic beams was adjusted as $E_{\omega} : E_{2\omega} = 1 : 4$, according to Manley-Rowe relation in order to ensure optimal photon yield. The energy of the overall pump $E_p = E_{\omega} + E_{2\omega}$ was varied up to 1.55 mJ, being limited by the optical damage of the fused silica sample.

Geometrically, at large beam crossing angle ($\theta_{\text{pm}} = 11^\circ$), the physical
beam/pulse overlap area within the nonlinear medium becomes greatly reduced, as illustrated in the upper picture of Fig. 2.3(a). Note, that the cylindrically focused laser beam has a width of 5 mm FWHM along its long (x) axis in the phase matching plane, whereas the physical length of 1 ps pulses inside the sample is just \( \sim 0.2 \text{ mm} \). Therefore noncollinearly propagating pump beams overlap only partially, yielding a narrow third-harmonic beam and, as a consequence, less efficient energy conversion. The overlap geometry was improved by introducing the pulse front tilt on the fundamental harmonic pulse, as schematically illustrated in the lower picture of Fig. 2.3(a). The pulse-front tilt angle \( \gamma = 8.6^\circ \) was produced by means of accomplishing four passes through the TF5 glass prism with an apex angle of 60\(^\circ\) at the minimum deviation geometry. Figure 2.3(b) compares the results of third-harmonic generation with untilted and tilted pulses by plotting third-harmonic pulse energy \( E_{3\omega} \) as a function of the pump energy. Indeed, pulse-front tilting of the fundamental frequency pulse has led to an increase of the third-harmonic pulse energy by 25 – 30\%, with the highest value of \( E_{3\omega} = 230 \mu\text{J} \) as measured at maximum pump energy of \( E_p = 1.55 \text{ mJ} \). This result suggests the energy conversion efficiency as high as 15\% (or \( \approx 10\% \) from fundamental frequency to TH), which is the highest number to our knowledge achieved in the third-harmonic generation via pure cubic
nonlinearity reported up to date. The obtained efficiency, however is still lower as compared to frequency conversion schemes based on sum-frequency mixing $3\omega = 2\omega + \omega$ in $\chi^{(2)}$ materials, where $\approx 30\%$ energy conversion is routinely achieved.

![Intensity distribution of the third harmonic beam and it’s central cross-sections along the principal axes at the focal plane of an $f = +1$ m spherical lens.](image)

Figure 2.4: Intensity distribution of the third harmonic beam and it’s central cross-sections along the principal axes at the focal plane of an $f = +1$ m spherical lens.

And finally, the focusability of the TH beam was measured. For many practical applications the beams with circular symmetry are required, therefore the circular symmetry of the elliptical TH beam was restored using $f_y = +100$ mm cylindrical lens. Figure 2.4 shows the measured TH beam intensity profile and its relevant cross-sections at the focal plane of $f = +1$ m spherical lens. The focused TH beam exhibits good focusability and the estimated beam quality is $\approx 1.5$ times of the diffraction limited Gaussian beam.

### 2.2.2 Fifth harmonic generation in CaF$_2$ and MgF$_2$

The four-wave difference-frequency generation method in solids was further extended to even shorter wavelengths in the DUV, by demonstrating efficient fifth-harmonic generation in CaF$_2$ and MgF$_2$ samples. The phase matched fifth-harmonic generation was achieved by mixing third and fourth-harmonic pulses of the Nd:glass laser (whose wavelengths are 351 nm and 264 nm, respectively), producing the radiation at 211 nm through the difference-frequency mixing process $5\omega = 4\omega + 4\omega - 3\omega$. The fourth harmonic was obtained by frequency doubling in 11-mm and 4-mm-thick
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Figure 2.5: Experimental setup. SHG is the second harmonic generator, SFG is the sum-frequency generator, CL1 and CL2 are the cylindrical focusing lenses, \( \theta_{\text{ext}} \) denotes the external phase matching angle, \( \theta_{\text{ext}} \approx n(3\omega)\theta_{\text{pm}} \).

KDP crystals (SHG in Fig. 2.5), while the third harmonic was generated by mixing fundamental and second harmonic in a 4-mm-thick KDP crystal (SFG in Fig. 2.5). The beam focusing and interaction geometry was essentially identical to the one described in the previous section, with the phase matching angles of \( \theta_{\text{pm}} = 8.3^\circ \) and \( \theta_{\text{pm}} = 7.2^\circ \) calculated for CaF\(_2\) and MgF\(_2\), respectively, and the input beam dimensions of 2.9 mm \( \times \) 30 \( \mu \)m at the input face of the nonlinear medium. Since MgF\(_2\) crystal is birefringent, its optical axis was aligned at 0\(^\circ\) to normal incidence. The length of crystal samples was chosen as \( l = 4 \) mm, as a compromise of the group velocity mismatch lengths between the fourth-harmonic and fifth-harmonic pulses of 3.2 mm in CaF\(_2\) and 4.1 mm in MgF\(_2\). The linear and nonlinear parameters of CaF\(_2\) and MgF\(_2\), relevant to the present experiment are listed in Table 2.1. Both crystals possess very similar threshold damage fluence as measured in the visible and near infrared \([68]\), and considering that it scales inversely with frequency, the expected values are in the order of \( \sim 0.5 \) J/cm\(^2\) for 1-ps pulses at 264 nm. The input energy ratio between the pump

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crystal</th>
<th>( E_g, ) eV</th>
<th>( T, ) ( \mu )m</th>
<th>( n_2, ) cm(^2)/W</th>
<th>( \theta_{\text{pm}}, ) deg</th>
<th>( L_{\text{GVM}}, ) mm</th>
<th>( \beta_{264}, ) cm/W</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CaF(_2)</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>0.13 – 9.4</td>
<td>( 4.2 \times 10^{-16} )</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>( 7.3 \times 10^{-12} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgF(_2)</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>0.13 – 7.4</td>
<td>( 1.5 \times 10^{-16} )</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>( 1.9 \times 10^{-12} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Relevant linear and nonlinear properties of CaF\(_2\) and MgF\(_2\) crystals for fifth-harmonic generation. \( E_g \) is the bandgap, \( T \) is transmission range at 1 cm\(^{-1}\) level \([66]\), \( n_2 \) is the nonlinear refractive index \([66]\), \( \theta_{\text{pm}} \) is the phase matching angle calculated from the Sellmier equation \([67]\), \( L_{\text{GVM}} \) is the group velocity mismatch length, calculated for 1-ps pulses, \( \beta_{264} \) is the two-photon absorption coefficient, measured in this work.
waves was set as $E_{4\omega} : E_{3\omega} = 8 : 3 = 2.6$, according to interacting photon energy. The overall pump energy was defined as $E_p = E_{4\omega} + E_{3\omega}$ and was varied up to $\sim 0.5$ mJ.

Figure 2.6 summarizes the main experimental results measured in CaF$_2$ and MgF$_2$ crystals. Fifth-harmonic pulse energy $E_{5\omega}$ versus pump energy is depicted in Fig. 2.6(a), while Fig. 2.6(b) shows energy conversion efficiency calculated as $E_{5\omega}/(E_{4\omega} + E_{3\omega})$ and demonstrates that the interaction regime in both media is driven into saturation. In CaF$_2$, the highest energy conversion of 4.5% was measured at $E_p = 250$ µJ, yielding the fifth-harmonic pulses with energy of $E_{5\omega} = 13$ µJ. Since the energy conversion saturates, further increase of the fifth-harmonic pulse energy, measured at higher pump energies is small ($E_{5\omega} = 18$ µJ at $E_p = 520$ µJ). Significantly better results were achieved in MgF$_2$ sample, where fifth-harmonic pulse energy as high as $E_{5\omega} = 52$ µJ at $E_p = 500$ µJ was measured, that equates to $\sim 10\%$ energy conversion efficiency (or $\approx 2.5\%$ from fundamental frequency to fifth-harmonic). In $\chi^{(2)}$ materials the fifth-harmonic is usually generated via $5\omega = 4\omega + \omega$ interaction, with $\approx 10\%$ fundamental-to-fifth harmonic conversion efficiency.

It is important to note that the shorter and the most intense pump wave, i.e. the fourth-harmonic pulse, is the subject to two-photon absorption. To verify this, the nonlinear transmission measurements were accomplished in our samples with fourth-harmonic pulse alone, since exact values of the two-photon absorption coefficients for CaF$_2$ and MgF$_2$ crystals are not provided in the literature. The nonlinear transmission measurement methodology
and the two-photon absorption coefficient retrieval algorithm was essentially similar to that described in [69]. In the present experiment we have just ascertained that the dimensions of the input beam had not changed during the propagation in the sample. Indeed, the estimated Rayleigh range for the 30 µm (FWHM) input beam is in the order of ∼ 15 mm, and thus ensures that the intensity change associated with diffraction spread of the input beam was negligible during its propagation in the 4-mm-long sample. Figure 2.7 shows the results of the nonlinear transmission measurements in 4-mm-long CaF$_2$ and MgF$_2$ samples, along with the best-fit yielding two-photon absorption coefficients of $\beta_{264} = 7.3 \times 10^{-12}$ cm/W and $\beta_{264} = 1.9 \times 10^{-12}$ cm/W for CaF$_2$ and MgF$_2$, respectively.

Taking into consideration the nonlinear parameters of both media, the marked differences in fifth-harmonic generation results obtained in CaF$_2$ and MgF$_2$ crystals (see Fig. 2.6) can be explained. First of all, larger nonlinearity of CaF$_2$ (that is in fact proportional to the nonlinear refractive index $n_2$) makes the fifth-harmonic generation process more efficient as compared to MgF$_2$ in the input pump energy range of 80 – 150 µJ. Conversely, in the
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high pump energy limit, energy losses due to two-photon absorption of one of the pump waves (i.e. fourth-harmonic) in CaF$_2$ are considerably larger that those in MgF$_2$, so further pump intensity increase has just very small effect on the fifth-harmonic pulse energy. On the other hand, the four-wave difference-frequency generation process in MgF$_2$ saturates at higher pump intensity owing to its smaller nonlinearity, which combined with small two-photon absorption for the fourth-harmonic wave, allows much higher fifth-harmonic pulse energy to be achieved. It is worth mentioning that the nonlinear losses experienced by the fifth-harmonic pulse in MgF$_2$ are also expected to be considerably lower than those in CaF$_2$. And finally, for the repetition rate of 10 Hz of our laser, permanent color center formation due to intense ultraviolet irradiation has not been observed in none of the used crystal samples.

It is important to note that the fifth-harmonic can also be generated via $5\omega = 3\omega + 3\omega - \omega$ difference-frequency mixing. The latter configuration is more quantum efficient, since no fourth-harmonic is required to generate separately. The $5\omega = 4\omega + 4\omega - 3\omega$ approach, on the other hand, allowed us to estimate the nonlinear losses, experienced by the intense fourth-harmonic, and to choose the best material for the next experiment, i.e. sixth-harmonic generation via $6\omega = 4\omega + 4\omega - 2\omega$ mixing process.

2.2.3 Sixth harmonic generation in MgF$_2$

Generation of the ultrashort light pulses in the VUV in the solid state media is a formidable task because of high group velocity mismatch between the interacting pulses, high linear and nonlinear absorption and phase matching constraints in the crystals with quadratic nonlinearity. To date, the shortest wavelengths generated via quadratic phase-matched interactions are reported in LBO (172.7 nm) [70], CsLiB$_6$O$_{10}$ (175 nm) [71], KB$_5$O$_8 \times 4$H$_2$O (166 nm) [72] crystals. Typical generated pulse energy ranges from tens to hundreds of nanojoules in the femtosecond regime.

In this section a high potential of wide-bandgap MgF$_2$ crystal for the generation of VUV radiation by four-wave difference-frequency mixing is demonstrated. Specifically, the sixth-harmonic of the Nd:glass laser (176 nm) is generated by mixing 1-ns fourth-harmonic (264 nm, obtained by frequency doubling in 11-mm and 4-mm-thick KDP crystals) and second-harmonic (527 nm) pulses in 2-mm-long MgF$_2$ sample through four-wave
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Figure 2.8: Experimental setup. SHG is the second harmonic generator, CL1 and CL2 are the cylindrical focusing lenses, $\theta_{\text{ext}}$ denotes the external phase matching angle, $\theta_{\text{ext}} \approx n(2\omega)\theta_{\text{pm}}$.

difference-frequency mixing, $6\omega = 4\omega + 4\omega - 2\omega$, as schematically depicted in Fig. 2.8. The particular details of the experiment are as follows. The beam focusing conditions were identical as those in the fifth-harmonic generation case. The fourth-harmonic and second-harmonic beams were crossed at the phase matching angle of $\theta_{\text{pm}} = 20^\circ$. In order to optimize the pulse/beam overlap area, the second-harmonic pulse-front was tilted by $\gamma = 23^\circ$ using a diffraction grating with 600 lines/mm at $43^\circ$ incidence and second diffraction order. The length of MgF$_2$ crystal ($l = 2$ mm) was chosen to be close to the group velocity mismatch length calculated for 1-ps pulses ($L_{\text{GVM}} = 1.7$ mm). The energy of the sixth-harmonic pulse was measured using pyroelectric energy meter Ophir Nova II with pyroelectric detector head PE9-SH. The crystal and detector head were placed in a container with continuously refilled pure nitrogen atmosphere, so as to avoid strong absorption by the oxygen molecules. The energy ratio of the input beams was chosen as $E_{4\omega} : E_{2\omega} = 8 : 2 = 4$, and the overall pump energy was varied from 0.1 to 0.95 mJ.

The sixth-harmonic pulse energy $E_{6\omega}$ and energy conversion efficiency versus pump energy is plotted in Fig 2.9. The highest sixth-harmonic pulse energy of $E_{6\omega} = 10$ µJ was measured at $E_p = 0.9$ mJ, that is the highest energy to our knowledge in the near VUV spectral range obtained with 1-ps pulses. The energy conversion curve exhibits a broad plateau for the input pump energy in the range of 0.5 – 0.9 mJ, with almost constant energy conversion efficiency of $\sim 1.1\%$, indicating that the conversion process is driven into saturation. It is important to note that at even high UV and VUV irradiation fluence MgF$_2$ crystal shows no photo-induced darkening (color center formation).
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Figure 2.9: (a) Sixth-harmonic pulse energy $E_{6\omega}$ and energy conversion efficiency (b) versus pump energy in 2-mm-long MgF$_2$ crystal. Curves serve as guides for the eye.

Figure 2.10: (a) Wave vector diagram for the sixth-harmonic generation. Optical axis of MgF$_2$ crystal is adjusted for normal incidence of the fourth-harmonic beam. (b) Schematic representation of the interacting beam/pulse overlap and pulse group velocities and their projections along the propagation axis.

And finally, the sixth-harmonic pulse width was estimated considering that the duration of the sixth-harmonic pulse equals to the time separation between the fastest (fourth-harmonic) and the slowest (sixth-harmonic) pulses over the crystal length. The calculated projections of the group velocities are $v_{2\omega} = 0.67925c$, $v_{4\omega} = 0.68591c$ and $v_{6\omega} = 0.61191c$ along the propagation axis ($z$) direction, as illustrated in Fig. 2.10(b), with account for noncollinear propagation and pulse-front tilt of the second harmonic pulse. A simple estimation yields $\tau_{6\omega} = l(1/v_{6\omega} - 1/v_{4\omega}) \approx 1.2$ ps, provided that the two-photon absorption for the sixth-harmonic radiation is small.

In conclusion, efficient ultraviolet harmonics generation of the Nd:glass laser by means of phase-matched four-wave difference frequency generation in UV-transparent solids was demonstrated. Specifically, generation of third-harmonics at 351 nm in fused silica (with 15% energy conversion efficiency)
and fifth-harmonics at 211 nm in CaF$_2$ and MgF$_2$ crystals (with 10% energy conversion efficiency) was experimentally demonstrated. It was shown, that the pulse/beam physical overlap area and therefore the overall efficiency of the four-wave difference frequency generation process in the noncollinear interaction is greatly improved by pulse front tilting. Complimentary measurement of the nonlinear transmission at 264 nm (that is wavelength of the shortest pump pulse) has yielded two-photon absorption coefficients of CaF$_2$ and MgF$_2$, indicating that the latter crystal possess the lower two-photon absorption ($\beta_{264} = 1.9 \times 10^{-12}$ cm/W). Taking this advantage, for the first time to our knowledge generation of VUV radiation by means of four-wave difference-frequency mixing in MgF$_2$ was demonstrated. Ultrashort light pulses with energy as high as $\sim 10\ \mu$J at 176 nm (e.g. sixth harmonic of the Nd:glass laser) were generated with reasonably high energy conversion efficiency (>1%).

### 2.3 Four-wave optical parametric amplification

Efficient generation of tunable < 50 fs ultraviolet pulses is a non-trivial task. Optical parametric amplifiers based on non-centrosymmetric media with quadratic nonlinearity efficiently operate in the visible and mid-infrared spectral range, however, their efficiency drops significantly in the ultraviolet due to high group velocity mismatch, and increased linear and nonlinear (mainly two-photon) absorption of the pump wave \cite{7, 8}. Therefore, the most straightforward way for tunable femtosecond UV pulse generation relies on the frequency doubling or sum-frequency conversion of the ultrashort pulses provided by the OPAs operating in the visible and NIR \cite{73, 74}. However, the frequency conversion efficiency in most cases does not exceed 20% and drops down notably, when the pulse duration approaches 10 fs. Therefore typical energy of tunable femtosecond UV pulses of around several µJ is routinely achieved. The frequency conversion process is difficult to optimize because of large group velocity mismatch and group velocity dispersion, which in turn restrict achieving broadband phase matching over wide frequency band. Various modifications of the achromatic phase-matching technique, such as pulse front tilting and pulse chirping, help to solve broadband phase-matching issues, but on the other hand, require complex experimental setups \cite{10, 75–77}. The UV pulse energy might be improved using frequency doubling of high-energy NOPA \cite{78}, however, commercial devices
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routinely deliver much lower energy output [79].

There are several alternatives for ultraviolet pulse generation. The first considers non-resonant four-wave parametric interactions in gases, either in the guided wave [12, 14], or in the filamentation regime [16], where many issues related to high material dispersion and nonlinear absorption could be circumvented. These methods offer a wide choice of achievable wavelengths, and more recently, generation of sub-50-fs VUV pulses in argon has been demonstrated [80]. The second alternative suggests the use of four-wave parametric interactions in transparent isotropic solid-state media, which have larger dispersion, but also have much greater cubic nonlinearity.

In the following sections we show that solid-state media based FWOPA is capable of supporting broadband amplification. Specifically, in Sect. 2.3.1 broadband four-wave optical parametric amplification around 330 nm is investigated theoretically and experimentally, while Sect. 2.3.2 demonstrates a simple and efficient method for frequency up-conversion of 35 fs visible pulses into ultraviolet via four-wave optical parametric chirped pulse amplification.

2.3.1 Four-wave optical parametric amplification of broadband ultraviolet pulses

Experimental setup

The experiment was performed using a commercial Nd:glass laser system, which delivered 1-picosecond pulses. After the frequency doubling in a 11-mm-thick KDP crystal (SHG in Fig. 2.11) we had 1-ps, 3-mJ energy pulses at 527 nm. The beam was then split into two parts. The smaller portion of the laser radiation (1 mJ) was made variable in energy by means of the attenuator (λ/2 plate and thin film polarizer) and served as a pump for the FWOPA. The larger portion of the laser radiation (2 mJ) was used to pump the optical parametric generator/amplifier system (Topas, Light Conversion Ltd.), which delivered ∼1 ps pulses in 750–1200 nm spectral range. After a frequency up-conversion stage (e.g. sum-frequency mixing with fresh 527 nm radiation in 3-mm-thick KDP crystal) tunable ultraviolet pulses in the range of 310–365 nm were generated. These pulses, with energy of 10 µJ, further served as a seed signal for the FWOPA. The temporal delay between co-polarized pump and seed signal pulses was adjusted using a motorized delay line. The pump and seed signal beams were focused using
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Figure 2.11: Experimental setup. TOPAS is the optical parametric amplifier, SHG is the second harmonic generator, SFG is the sum frequency generator, ATT is the attenuator, CL1 and CL2 are the cylindrical focusing lenses. P is the pulse-front tilting prism, NM is the nonlinear medium, $\theta_{\text{ext}}$ denotes the external phase matching angle, $\theta_{\text{ext}} \approx n(\omega_s)\theta_{\text{pm}}$.

cylindrical lenses CL1 ($f_y=+750 \text{ mm}; f_x=\infty$) and CL2 ($f_y=+500 \text{ mm}; f_x=\infty$), respectively, so as to ensure mode matching at the input face of the nonlinear medium. Cylindrical focusing yielded respective FWHM dimensions of the pump and seed signal beams of 4.7 mm×55 µm and 3 mm×50 µm. The geometrical beam arrangement is depicted in detail in Fig. 2.1. As an amplifying medium we have chosen fused silica and CaF$_2$ crystals, which possess wide transparency range, high optical damage threshold and low nonlinear absorption for the wavelengths of interest. The relevant optical properties of fused silica and CaF$_2$ are listed in the Table 2.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crystal</th>
<th>$E_g$, eV</th>
<th>$\Delta\lambda$, µm</th>
<th>$n_2$, $\times10^{-16}$ cm$^2$/W</th>
<th>$F_{\text{th}}$, J/cm$^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fused silica</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>0.17-3.4</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CaF$_2$</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.13-9.4</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: Optical properties of fused silica and CaF$_2$. $E_g$ is the band gap, $\Delta\lambda$ is the transparency range at $\alpha=1 \text{ cm}^{-1}$ level, $n_2$ is the nonlinear refractive index at 532 nm [66] and $F_{\text{th}}$ is the optical damage threshold for 1-ps pulses [68].

The diagram of interacting wave vectors is depicted in the inset of Fig. 2.12. The phase matching angle $\theta_{\text{pm}}$ was found from Eq. 1.19 while the dispersion relations for linear refractive indexes $n_0(\omega)$ were calculated using Sellmeier formulas from Ref.[66].
Figure 2.12: Phase-matching curves for the four-wave parametric amplification in fused silica and CaF$_2$ pumped with $\lambda_p = 527$ nm pulses. Wavelength range for expected broadband amplification of the signal wave and corresponding idler wave range are highlighted by the bold curves. Inset shows wave vector diagram.

The phase-matching curves for fused silica and CaF$_2$ are plotted in Fig. 2.12 and show a similar character, which indicates only very slight variation of the phase-matching angle for the signal wavelengths around $\lambda_s = 330$ nm, and therefore suggests that the broadband four-wave parametric amplification could be achieved in this signal wavelength range. For the central wavelength of $\lambda_s = 330$ nm the calculated external phase-matching angles for fused silica and CaF$_2$ are $\theta_{pm} = 3.7^\circ$ and $\theta_{pm} = 3.2^\circ$, respectively, which were kept fixed in the experiment. In order to minimize the group velocity mismatch and to maximize the physical pulse/beam overlap area, the amplitude front of the pump pulse was tilted by $4^\circ$ by means of BK-7 glass prism with an apex angle of $70^\circ$, adjusted at the minimum deviation geometry. The respective lengths of the nonlinear bulk media samples ($l_{FS} = 5$ mm and $l_{CaF_2} = 6$ mm) were chosen to be longer than the shortest group-velocity mismatch length between the pump and signal pulses.

**Experimental results**

To start with, the maximum applicable pump energy and intensity, which remains safely below the optical damage threshold of the nonlinear media, was first considered. Since the intense elliptical pump beam experiences
strong self-focusing, its vertical FWHM dimension shrinks from 55 µm at the input to 25 µm at the output face of the nonlinear medium, while its horizontal dimension keeps approximately the same, as verified from beam profile measurements. Therefore the highest intensity is achieved and the optical damage tends to occur on the back surface of the nonlinear medium.

In the experiment we have set the maximum pump energy of \( E_p = 1 \, \text{mJ} \) that converts to a maximum fluence of \( F_p^{\text{max}} = 0.75 \, \text{J/cm}^2 \), which is still reasonably below the optical damage threshold fluence \( F_{th} \) for fused silica and CaF\(_2\) samples, as listed in Table 2.2. The maximum intensity is then estimated as \( I_p = 0.75 \, \text{TW/cm}^2 \), assuming Gaussian spatial and temporal intensity distribution of the elliptical pump beam.

The four-wave optical parametric amplification experiment was performed by seeding a FWOPA by a narrow-band (FWHM width \( \sim 1 \, \text{nm} \)) signal with an input energy \( E_s = 10 \, \mu\text{J} \). The wavelength of the seed signal was tuned from 315 to 355 nm in 3 nm step, so as to scan precisely the gain profile of the FWOPA, while the beam crossing angle \( \theta_{\text{pm}} \) and temporal delay between the seed and the pump pulses were kept fixed. The gain factor \( G(\lambda) \) for a particular pump intensity and seed signal wavelength was evaluated according to equation:

\[
\frac{E_s(\lambda)}{E_s(0)} = 1 + G(\lambda).
\]  

(2.1)

![Figure 2.13: Measured four-wave parametric gain profiles vs pump energy in: (a) fused silica, (b) CaF\(_2\).](image)

The measured gain values at different wavelengths allowed to reconstruct in detail the four-wave parametric gain profile and its modifications as a function of pump energy (intensity). Figures 2.13(a) and (b) illustrate the four-wave parametric gain profiles measured in fused silica and CaF\(_2\).
respectively, which reveal a number of interesting features. At low pump energy \( E_p = 0.5 - 0.6 \text{ mJ} \), the four-wave optical parametric amplification in both media is characterized by a low gain \( G(\lambda) < 1 \) and symmetric, nearly bell-shaped gain profiles with almost identical FWHM width of \( \sim 10 \text{ nm} \) centered at 327 nm. However, with increasing the pump energy, the gain profiles become notably broader and develop an asymmetric shoulder at longer wavelengths. With the highest applicable pump energy \( E_p = 1 \text{ mJ} \), the FWHM gain bandwidth broadens up to 21 and 17.5 nm in fused silica and CaF\(_2\), respectively. It is important to mention that the measured \( \sim 20 \text{ nm} \) gain bandwidth in the ultraviolet is broad enough to support the four-wave optical parametric amplification of light pulses as short as 7.5 fs (in the transform limit) in a solid state medium. With \( E_p = 1 \text{ mJ} \) the highest amplified signal energy of 55 \( \mu \text{J} \) was measured with almost 4% pump-to-signal energy conversion efficiency in the gain saturation regime. It is worth noting that the best amplification occurred at \( \lambda_s = 340 \text{ nm} \) and \( \lambda_s = 337 \text{ nm} \) in fused silica and CaF\(_2\), respectively, rather than at \( \lambda_s = 330 \text{ nm} \), where the best phase matching according to Eq. (1.19) is expected. In order to analyze experimental findings we develop the analytical model, which extends the theory of the four-wave parametric amplification in condensed media of Penzkofer and Lehmeier [18].

**Calculation of the parametric gain profiles**

We investigate four-wave parametric amplification in a condensed medium with account for the self- and cross-phase modulation (SPM, XPM) experienced by the intense pump and weak signal and idler waves, respectively, in the plane and monochromatic wave approximation. The use of this approximation was justified according to the geometrical settings of the experiment, where the interacting beams in the phase-matching plane could be regarded as plane waves. The complex amplitude equations describing evolution of coupled waves along the propagation direction \( z \) with the account of SPM and XPM have the form:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\partial A_s}{\partial z} &= -i\sigma_s A_p^2 A_i^* e^{-i\Delta k z} - i\sigma_s(|A_s|^2 + 2|A_i|^2 + 2|A_p|^2) A_s, \\
\frac{\partial A_i}{\partial z} &= -i\sigma_i A_p^2 A_s^* e^{-i\Delta k z} - i\sigma_i(2|A_s|^2 + |A_i|^2 + 2|A_p|^2) A_i, \\
\frac{\partial A_p}{\partial z} &= -2i\sigma_p A_s A_i A_p^* e^{i\Delta k z} - i\sigma_p(2|A_s|^2 + 2|A_i|^2 + |A_p|^2) A_p,
\end{align*}
\]

(2.2a) (2.2b) (2.2c)
where \( A_j \) (\( j = s, i, p \)) are the complex amplitudes of the signal, idler and pump waves, respectively. We assume that the pump wave is composed of two collinear wave vectors \( k_p \). The first terms on the right hand side of Eqs. 2.2 describe the four-wave parametric amplification (same as in Eqs. 1.12), while the second terms describe the SPM of the intense pump wave and the XPM experienced by weak signal and idler waves. In the undepleted pump approximation (\(|A_p| \gg |A_i|, |A_s|\)) Eq. (2.2c) reduces to

\[
\frac{\partial A_p}{\partial z} = -i\sigma_p|A_p|^2 A_p
\]  

(2.3)

with only SPM term remaining and has a solution

\[
A_p = A_{p0}e^{-i\sigma_p|A_{p0}|^2 z}
\]  

(2.4)

where \( A_{p0} \) is the amplitude of the input pump wave. After inserting Eq. (2.4) into Eqs. (2.2a) and (2.2b), we obtain the following equations for the complex amplitudes of the signal and idler waves:

\[
\frac{\partial A_s}{\partial z} = \sigma_s A_{p0}^2 e^{-2i\sigma_p|A_{p0}|^2 z - i\Delta k z} A_i^* - 2i\sigma_s |A_{p0}|^2 A_s,
\]  

(2.5a)

\[
\frac{\partial A_i}{\partial z} = \sigma_i A_{p0}^2 e^{-2i\sigma_p|A_{p0}|^2 z - i\Delta k z} A_s^* - 2i\sigma_i |A_{p0}|^2 A_i.
\]  

(2.5b)

Further we assume that the nonlinear medium is lossless, hence the amplitude of the pump wave \( A_{p0} \) is real. Eqs. (2.5a) and (2.5b) could be further rewritten introducing parameters \( \alpha_j = \sigma_j A_{p0}^2 \) and \( \beta_j = -2\sigma_j A_{p0}^2 = -2\alpha_j \) (\( j = s, i, p \)):

\[
\frac{\partial A_s}{\partial z} = \alpha_s e^{i(\beta_p - \Delta k) z} A_i^* + i\beta_s A_s,
\]  

(2.6a)

\[
\frac{\partial A_i}{\partial z} = \alpha_i e^{i(\beta_p - \Delta k) z} A_s^* + i\beta_i A_i.
\]  

(2.6b)

Here we still distinguish between the coefficients \( \alpha_j \) and \( \beta_j \), since they describe relevant physical effects: four-wave parametric amplification, and self- and cross-phase modulation, respectively. Their impact could be understood as follows: SPM of the intense pump wave causes the occurrence of the phase mismatch (\( \beta_p \neq 0 \)) in the first term on the right hand side, while the XPM introduces an additional phase shift in the second term (\( \beta_{s,i} \neq 0 \)) on the right hand side. With boundary conditions for input wave amplitudes \( A_{s0} \neq 0 \) and \( A_{i0} = 0 \), that is only the seed signal wave is present at the amplifier input, the solution of Eqs. 2.6 for the amplified signal amplitude has a form

\[
A_s = \left( A_{s0} \cosh(g z) + \frac{i(\beta_s - \kappa)A_{s0}}{g} \sinh(g z) \right) e^{i\kappa z}
\]  

(2.7)
where \( \kappa = \frac{1}{2}(\beta_s - \beta_i + \beta_p - \Delta k) \) is the nonlinear wave number shift. \( g \) is the gain increment expressed as

\[
g = \sqrt{[\alpha_s\alpha_i - \beta_s\beta_i + \beta_s(\beta_p - \Delta k)] - \kappa^2}.
\] (2.8)

If we neglect SPM and XPM terms by setting \( \beta_s = \beta_i = \beta_p = 0 \), Eq. (2.8) reduces to the known result obtained by Penzkofer and Lehmeier [18]:

\[
g = \sqrt{\alpha_s\alpha_i - (\frac{\Delta k}{2})^2}.
\] (2.9)

In what follows, using Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) we calculate the four-wave parametric gain profiles in fused silica. The relevant parameters in the calculation were chosen as follows: the pump intensity and the seed signal wavelength were varied in the range corresponding to that used in the experiment, the nonlinear medium length was set as \( z = l_{FS} = 5 \text{ mm} \) and the pump intensity range in the simulation was set so as to achieve the gain values to be in the order of those measured experimentally. The four-wave parametric gain profiles were calculated using \( \Delta k_0 \approx 3 \text{ cm}^{-1} \), which refers to the central wavelength (\( \lambda_s = 330 \text{ nm} \)). The value of \( \Delta k_0 \) was evaluated from the phase matching condition, with the account of wave vector length modification due to nonlinear refractive index:

\[
k_s = \frac{\omega_s}{c}(n_0(\omega_s) + 2n_2I_p),
k_i = \frac{\omega_i}{c}(n_0(\omega_i) + 2n_2I_p),
k_p = \frac{\omega_p}{c}(n_0(\omega_p) + n_2I_p),
\] (2.10)

where the pump intensity is defined as \( I_p = \frac{cn_0(\omega_p)e_0}{2}|A_{p0}|^2 \).

The results are depicted in Fig. 2.14(a) and qualitatively reproduce the experimental data presented in Fig. 2.14(b). The experimental data is in fair agreement with the calculations, although the range of experimental intensity values (450–750 GW/cm\(^2\)) is higher than that used in the calculations (80–160 GW/cm\(^2\)). This difference could be in part attributed to the spatial and temporal dynamics of the pump beam during its propagation within the nonlinear medium, and this was not taken into account in the analytical model. For the comparison the gain profile was calculated using Eqs. (2.7) and (2.9), without an account for the effects of SPM and XPM, and which thus represents the four-wave parametric gain profile in the low intensity limit. The marked differences between the calculated gain profiles
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Figure 2.14: (a) Calculated four-wave parametric gain profiles in fused silica for three different pump intensities with $\Delta k_0 = 3 \text{ cm}^{-1}$: dotted curve – $I_p = 80 \text{ GW/cm}^2$, short-dash curve – $I_p = 120 \text{ GW/cm}^2$, long-dash curve – $I_p = 160 \text{ GW/cm}^2$. The solid curve shows the gain profile calculated without an account for the self- and cross-phase modulation effects. (b) Measured four-wave parametric gain profiles vs pump energy in fused silica.

in the low and high intensity limits suggest that the four-wave parametric gain bandwidth broadening is resulted by the SPM and XPM, whose contribution increases with increasing pump intensity. In order to illustrate this dependence in more detail, in Fig. 2.15 the argument $g z$ versus signal wavelength calculated for three different values of the phase mismatch $\Delta k_0$ and taking $I_p = 160 \text{ GW/cm}^2$ is plotted. The plot shows that

Figure 2.15: Argument $g z$ versus wavelength, calculated in the low-intensity limit at $\Delta k_0 = 0$ (solid curve), and in the high-intensity limit at $I_p = 160 \text{ GW/cm}^2$ for various values of phase mismatch: $\Delta k_0 = 0$ (dotted curve), $\Delta k_0 = 1.5 \text{ cm}^{-1}$ (short-dash curve) and $\Delta k_0 = 3 \text{ cm}^{-1}$ (long-dash curve).

a better phase-matching and consequently a higher gain is achieved for the
frequency-shifted, rather than for the central frequency components of the
signal wave and thus results in a distinct dip in the gain profile. The depth
of the dip could be varied by setting a particular $\Delta k_0$. The phase mismatch
in the experiment could be varied by adjusting the crossing angle between
the pump and signal beams. This result suggests that varying the beam
crossing angle is an additional parameter that could be used to shape the
due-wave parametric gain profile. For the comparison, in the low intensity
limit the argument $g z$ peaks exactly at the central wavelength $\lambda_s = 330$ nm
(see Fig. 2.15).

In conclusion, a phase-matched four-wave optical parametric amplification
of the ultraviolet 1-ps laser pulses in bulk fused silica and CaF$_2$ was demon-
strated. The cylindrical focusing geometry allowed to use pump pulses with
energy up to 1-mJ without beam filamentation and optical damage of the
nonlinear medium. Under these experimental settings, FWOPA provides
the amplified signal energy as high as 55 $\mu$J with almost 4% pump-to-signal
energy conversion efficiency for the signal wavelengths around 330 nm. In
this wavelength range, FWOPA is able to support a broad amplification
bandwidth ($\sim 20$ nm FWHM), as demonstrated experimentally and ver-
ified by calculations in the framework of developed analytical model. In
particular, the calculations reveal that two-fold parametric gain bandwidth
broadening is resulted by self- and cross-phase-modulation effects imposed
by the intense pump wave, and whose contribution increases with increasing
pump intensity. This result could be of particular practical interest since it
demonstrates a potential to amplify sub-10 fs ultraviolet light pulses in a
bulk solid state medium.

2.3.2 Four-wave optical parametric chirped pulse amplification

The idea of the experiment is essentially similar to that of a small-scale
OPCPA [81]: the visible pulses delivered by a commercial NOPA are chirped
and stretched, and then amplified in transparent isotropic medium by the
four-wave mixing (FWM) process: $\omega_p + \omega_p = \omega_s + \omega_i$, where indexes $p$, $s$ and $i$ denote pump, signal and idler waves, respectively. The idler pulses
at frequency $\omega_i$ are generated in the UV spectral range: note here, that
$\omega_i$ is the highest frequency in the FWM process. The idler pulses acquire
an opposite chirp as compared to that of the seed signal, and therefore are compressed by the propagation in a medium with normal group velocity dispersion. The major benefit of the proposed approach is that instead of conventional frequency upconversion of the NOPA output, FWM allows conversion of the visible pulses into the UV and amplification at the same time.

Figure 2.16: Experimental setup. NOPA is the noncollinear optical parametric amplifier, SHG is the second harmonic generator, ATT is the attenuator, CL1, CL2 and CL3 are the cylindrical lenses used for beam manipulation. $\theta_{\text{ext}}$ denotes the external phase matching angle, $\theta_{\text{ext}} \approx n(\omega_s)\theta_{\text{pm}}$.

The experimental setup is sketched in Fig. 2.16. In the experiment we used a Ti:sapphire laser system consisting of an oscillator (Tsunami, Spectra Physics) and a regenerative amplifier (Spitfire PRO, Spectra Physics). The laser system delivered 130 fs, 3 mJ pulses with central wavelength of 800 nm at 1 kHz repetition rate. The laser output was split into two parts. The first part (0.5 mJ/pulse) was used to pump a commercial three-wave NOPA (Topas White, Light Conversion Ltd., see Appendix I for more details), which was tuned to deliver 35 fs, 5 µJ signal pulses with central wavelength of 560 nm. These pulses were chirped and temporally stretched from 35 fs to 80 fs after propagation in fused silica slab and focusing optics, with total length of 15 mm, and served as a seed for the four-wave optical parametric amplifier. The second part of the laser radiation (2.5 mJ/pulse) was attenuated and made variable in energy by means of the attenuator ($\lambda/2$ plate and thin film polarizer) and, after frequency doubling in 0.2-mm-thick BBO crystal cut for type I phase-matching with 40% energy conversion efficiency, served as a pump pulse for the four-wave optical parametric ampli-
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Figure 2.17 shows the third-order autocorrelation traces of the pump and seed signal pulses, as measured by scanning autocorrelator, which used self-diffraction in 0.6 mm thick fused silica sample.

![Autocorrelation traces](image)

Figure 2.17: Third-order intensity autocorrelation traces of the pump (circles) and seed signal (squares) pulses. The FWHM pulse duration was estimated as \( \tau = \frac{\tau_{\text{corr}}}{1.22} \) assuming Gaussian pulse shape, which is indicated by a Gaussian fit (curves).

The temporal delay between co-polarized pump and seed signal pulses was adjusted using a delay line. The pump and seed signal beams were focused using identical cylindrical lenses CL1 and CL2 \((f_x=+500 \text{ mm}; f_y=\infty)\). Cylindrical focusing geometry allowed to perform four-wave parametric amplification reasonably below the optical damage threshold even with millijoule-level pump energies. The spot sizes (defined at FWHM) of the seed signal and the pump beams on the input face of the amplifying medium were measured as 1.5 mm×45 µm and 1.5 mm×60 µm, respectively. As an amplifying medium we used 1-mm-thick fused silica plate. Our choice of the nonlinear medium was dictated by its wide transparency range, high optical damage threshold and low nonlinear absorption for the wavelengths of interest. The plate thickness was set to be slightly shorter than the group velocity mismatch length between the pump and signal pulses \((L_{\text{GVM}} = 1.25 \text{ mm})\), which was calculated with account for noncollinear interaction geometry.

The phase matching curve for fused silica, calculated for plane and monochromatic waves, is depicted in Fig. 2.18, and the diagram of the interacting wave vectors is shown in the inset. Geometrically, the beams were crossed in the horizontal plane at the phase matching angle \(\theta_{\text{pm}} = 6.8^\circ\); at the same plane the cylindrical beam focusing was performed, so as to in-
increase the angular spread of the interacting beams and therefore to increase the angular acceptance and phase-matching bandwidth.

In the experiment, energy of the pump pulse was varied up to 0.5 mJ, that yielded maximum focused beam intensity of $I_\text{max} = 5 \text{ TW/cm}^2$ and fluence of $F_\text{max} = 0.6 \text{ J/cm}^2$, which was two times below the optical damage threshold of fused silica at 400 nm ($F_\text{th} = 1.3 \text{ J/cm}^2$ [82]). At this condition, the highest generated idler pulse energy of $E_\text{idler} = 10 \mu\text{J}$ was measured, suggesting 2% pump-to-idler energy conversion efficiency in the gain saturation regime. The obtained energy conversion is quite typical, as compared to that achieved in non-resonant four-wave mixing processes. In our case it was limited mainly by the self-phase modulation of intense pump pulse (the pump pulse spectrum has broadened from 2.5 nm to 4 nm, as estimated at FWHM), which incurs a time-varying phase mismatch [18]. On the other hand, it is worth mentioning that the energy conversion could still be improved by increasing the seed signal energy and approaching four-wave difference frequency generation regime as described in Sect. 2.2.

Spectra of the seed signal, amplified signal and the generated idler pulses are plotted in Fig. 2.19. During the four-wave amplification process, the seed signal was amplified by a factor of $\sim 2$, its spectrum has broadened...
Figure 2.19: Spectra of: (a) seed signal pulse (dashed curve) and amplified signal pulse (solid curve), (b) idler pulse.

from 13.4 nm to 15.4 nm (measured at FWHM), and its central wavelength was slightly shifted towards shorter wavelengths [Fig. 2.19(a)] due to the cross-phase modulation effect induced by the intense pump pulse. Spectrum of the idler pulse at 310 nm is illustrated in Fig. 2.19(b) and has FWHM width of 5.2 nm, which suggests the transform-limited pulse duration of 27 fs.

Assuming that the seed signal pulse has a positive chirp (the red-shifted leading edge and the blue-shifted trailing edge) and the pump pulse is weakly positively chirped as a result of the self-phase modulation, the generated idler pulse has a negative chirp, therefore it could be compressed simply by passing through the medium with normal group velocity dispersion. With GVD coefficient of 146 fs$^2$/mm for fused silica at 310 nm, we estimate that 3-mm-thick fused silica plate is sufficient to compress the idler pulse. 3 mm is exactly the thickness of the beam-reshaping lens CL3, which restores spherical symmetry of the beam (see Fig. 2.16), hence we expect a fully compressed pulse at the output of our setup. However, the autocorrelator optics (it uses spherical 3-mm-thick fused silica lens for beam focusing) introduces additional amount of the positive dispersion, therefore to optimize the compression of the idler pulse, we used a sequence of two fused silica prisms with $70^\circ$ apex angle in a double-pass configuration.

Figure 2.20(a) shows the measured idler pulse duration versus the distance between prisms. The curve serves as a guide for the eye. We note that under our experimental settings (with beam focusing in the phase-matching plane, and assuming the spectral width of the pump pulse) the idler pulse-front tilt, which might be deduced from Fig. 2.18, was barely detectable and has not altered the results of the correlation measurements. At the optimal compressor length, the shortest pulse of 33 fs was measured,
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Figure 2.20: (a) FWHM duration of the idler pulse versus distance between the prisms. (b) third-order autocorrelation trace of 33-fs idler pulse, measured at the best compression point. Curve shows a Gaussian fit.

and its third-order autocorrelation trace is presented in Fig. 2.20(b). We note that the compressed idler pulse quality is reasonably high: its temporal profile is smooth, its shape is almost perfectly Gaussian, as indicated by the Gaussian fit, and its width is just \( \approx 1.2 \) times from the transform limit.

In conclusion, we have proposed and demonstrated visible-to-ultraviolet frequency conversion method based on chirped-pulse four-wave optical parametric amplification in fused silica, which produces \( \sim 30 \) fs, \( \sim 10 \) µJ pulses in the UV spectral range. The advantage of our scheme is reasonable overall energy conversion from the laser output to the UV, and simplicity and compactness of the setup. The proposed approach may be easily extended in the tuning range of 275–320 nm, which is ensured by the tuning range of the NOPA signal (530–720 nm, see Appendix I for more details). Moreover, the phase matching conditions for the four-wave interaction could be fulfilled in the VUV spectral range, using shorter pump wavelength, which might facilitate generation of tunable femtosecond pulses by four-wave difference frequency mixing in transparent wide-bandgap solids, such as MgF\(_2\) as demonstrated in Sect. 2.2.3 with picosecond pulses.
Chapter 3

Few optical cycle pulse generation by visible-to-infrared frequency conversion

Material related to this chapter was published in \[A7 – A11\]

3.1 Motivation

At present, there is a growing demand for energetic, few-optical cycle pulses in the NIR and MIR in connection with ultrafast spectroscopy \[1–3\] and rapidly evolving discipline of strong field physics and attosecond science \[83\]. In the pursuit of this goal, various approaches and strategies enabling efficient generation of ultrashort pulses in the IR spectral range have been proposed. A straightforward route to generate few optical-cycle pulses in the IR is to pump an OPA with extremely short pulses, obtained, e. g. by employing hollow-fiber compression technique \[84\], which however, imposes severe limitations on the available pump energy. Another approach considers the use of broadband phase matching that is readily achievable in a collinear interaction geometry at the degeneracy, at the cost of wavelength tunability \[85\]. More flexible methods utilize the noncollinear optical parametric amplification technique in nonlinear crystals, which provide suitable group velocity relations in the IR, see \[86\] for a review and recent developments in the field. The noncollinear infrared optical parametric amplifiers commonly employ the infrared part of the supercontinuum as a seed signal, whose low spectral energy density imposes certain practical difficulties, such as high level of the amplified parametric superfluorescence. Frequency down-shifting (i.e. difference frequency generation) of already pre-formed
seed pulse proves to be more energetically efficient and is demonstrated in a number of experimental configurations, which use various transparent media with quadratic and cubic nonlinearity \( [29, 30, 44, 87] \). High power and high repetition rate OPCPA technique-based systems, which combine either optical parametric amplification and/or difference frequency generation with nonlinear propagation (hollow-fibre or filamentation) techniques at present yield high energy (tens-of-mJ), high peak-power (sub-100-GW) few-optical cycle pulses whose wavelength is now shifted into the MIR \( [27, 88–91] \).

The existing alternatives for ultrashort pulse generation in the IR spectral range suggest optical parametric amplification in gases by means of four-wave parametric processes in the filamentation \( [29] \) and guided-wave propagation regimes \( [30] \) taking an advantage of intrinsically low group velocity dispersion of gaseous media and small group velocity mismatch between the signal and idler pulses. The latter guarantees broad amplification bandwidth that combined with nonlinear propagation effects is able of supporting generation of IR pulses close to a single optical cycle limit \( [31] \). Another approach considers IR generation in wide bandgap solids, which possess much higher third-order nonlinearity than gases as discussed in Chapter 2.

In this Chapter we experimentally demonstrate visible-to-infrared frequency conversion of the ultrashort light pulses for extension of the tuning range of a commercial Ti:sapphire laser-NOPA system. The first setup presented in Sect. 3.2 relies on four-wave parametric amplification, supporting ultrashort pulses in the NIR \((1 – 1.5 \mu m)\) spectral range. In Sect. 3.3 a different approach based on three-wave mixing in BBO crystals is presented. The latter method rely on collinear difference frequency generation and subsequent optical parametric amplification.

### 3.2 Visible-to-infrared frequency conversion via four-wave interactions

The results presented in this section refer to a single-pass four-wave optical parametric amplification in fused silica, pumped at 800 nm and seeded by broadband visible pulses. The experimental setup is depicted in Fig. 3.1. The laser beam at the fundamental frequency was divided by 30% beam splitter BS into two parts: one part (with energy variable up to 1.8 mJ)
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Figure 3.1: Experimental setup for four-wave optical parametric amplification: BS is the beam splitter, FS is the fused silica plate, P is the pulse-front tilt compensating prism, $f_p$ and $f_s$ are the focusing and $f_1$ and $f_2$ are the imaging lenses, respectively.

served as a pump for the FWOPA, while the second part (with energy 0.5 mJ) pumped a NOPA device, which provided a broadband seed signal with a duration of 30 fs and which was tuned in the visible wavelength range (550-650 nm). The seed signal pulse was additionally stretched from 30 to 50 fs by passing through 7-mm-long slab of silica glass, denoted as a pulse stretcher in Fig. 3.1, hence acquiring a positive chirp. The pump and seed signal beams of the same linear polarization were noncollinearly overlapped at the phase-matching angle inside the 1-mm-long fused-silica sample (FS). The pump and seed signal beams were focused with spherical lenses, $f_p = 800$ mm and $f_s = 500$ mm, respectively, that yielded respective FWHM beam dimensions of 0.8 and 0.33 mm at the input facet of the fused silica sample, ensuring a good spatial overlap of the interacting waves along the sample length. The phase-matching angle between the pump and signal beams, which supports efficient four-wave parametric interaction ($\omega_p + \omega_p = \omega_s + \omega_i$), was calculated according to Eq. 1.19, while the angle between the pump and emerging idler wave was found from Eq. 1.20.

The phase-matching curve in fused silica is depicted in Fig. 3.2(a), showing that phase-matching angles for a visible seed signal vary between 1.5 and 2.1 degrees, whereas those for the idler (NIR) pulses vary in the range of $2.2 - 5.5^\circ$. Fig. 3.2(b) shows typical spectra of the amplified signal and generated NIR pulses. With a NOPA signal tuning range of 550-650 nm, the generated NIR idler pulses cover wavelength range from 1.0 to 1.5 µm. The NIR pulse spectrum was recorded by a fiber spectrometer (QE65000,
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Figure 3.2: (a) Phase-matching curve in fused silica. (b) Spectra of the amplified signal and generated NIR (idler) pulses.

Ocean Optics) after the frequency doubling in thin, 20-µm BBO crystal that ensured broadband frequency conversion from IR to visible so as to fit the detection range of the spectrometer. The measured spectral FWHM width of the NIR pulses varied from 70 to 140 nm, supporting short, sub-30-fs pulse duration throughout the whole tuning range and even sub-20-fs duration for the NIR pulse centered at 1.2 µm, where NOPA provides the broadest spectra.

Figure 3.3: Far-field intensity profiles of the NIR beam (at 1.34 µm): (a) before and (b) after pulse-front tilt removal.

Due to noncollinear interaction geometry, the generated broadband NIR pulse possessed a pulse-front tilt, which manifested itself as apparent an-
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gular dispersion of the beam in the phase-matching plane, that is clearly visible as elongated far-field intensity profile of the NIR beam, as shown in Fig. 3.3(a). The pulse-front tilt was fairly constant along the whole tuning range as a result of the constant slope of the phase-matching curve. The tilt value was evaluated as \( \delta = \arctan(\lambda \frac{d\theta}{d\lambda}) \approx 9.9^\circ \). The pulse-front tilt was removed by imaging the NIR pulse with a beam-size magnifying telescope consisting of \( f_1 = 125 \) mm and \( f_2 = 300 \) mm lenses, arranged in 4f geometry, onto a single TF10 glass prism (P) with a 60° apex angle. Figure 3.3 compares the far-field intensity profiles of the NIR beam before and after tilt removal, as recorded by InGaAs complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) camera (Xenics, Xeva 202). After the tilt removal, the pulse was compressed in a double-pass prism-pair compressor that consisted of two identical 60° apex angle TF5 glass prisms aligned at the angle of minimum deviation.

![Figure 3.3](image)

Figure 3.3: Pulse characteristics at the FWOPA output at 1.34 µm and 1.20 µm. (a), (d) spectra of the seed (dashed curves) and amplified signal (solid curves) in the visible; (b), (e) spectra of the frequency down-converted NIR pulses; (c), (f) autocorrelation traces of compressed NIR pulses. Here solid curves show the Gaussian fit.

Figure 3.4: Pulse characteristics at the FWOPA output at 1.34 µm and 1.20 µm. (a) and (d) spectra of the seed (dashed curves) and amplified signal (solid curves) in the visible range. The center panel [Fig. 3.4 (b) and (e)] illustrates spectra of the frequency down-converted NIR pulses at the FWOPA output. The right panel [Fig. 3.4 (c) and (f)] shows the autocorrelation functions of the compressed NIR pulses as measured by a scanning autocorrelator, which uses 20 µm thick type I BBO crystal, with a phase matching bandwidth of 2000 nm.
and 4800 nm for 1.2 µm and 1.34 µm wavelengths respectively (calculated as \( \delta \lambda_{\text{FWHM}} = \frac{0.44 \lambda_0}{L} \left| \frac{\frac{1}{2} n'(\lambda_0) - n'(\lambda_0/2)}{n'(\lambda_0)} \right| \), where \( \lambda_0 \) is the pulse central wavelength, \( L \) is the crystal length and \( n'(\lambda) = d n/d\lambda \)). The estimated time-bandwidth product \( \Delta \tau_p \Delta \nu \approx 0.5 \) at both wavelengths indicates that the NIR pulses are well compressible to almost bandwidth limit. In fact, the time-bandwidth product of the NIR pulses was fairly constant across the entire tuning range (1−1.5 µm). The shortest NIR pulse of 17.6 fs duration that equates to 4.4 optical cycles, was measured at 1.2 µm, as shown in Fig. 3.4 (f). We note that the broad bandwidth at 1.2 µm and the resulting shorter pulse duration at this particular wavelength are the result of the broader bandwidth seed pulse at 600 nm generated by the NOPA. This therefore shows that the solid-state FWOPA may support very large bandwidths.

We also observed that an increase of the pump energy leads to a spectral broadening of the NIR pulse [Fig. 3.5(a)], as a result of the cross-phase modulation between the pump and seed pulses inside the fused silica sample, as described in Sect. 2.3.1 and noted in similar experiment [92]. We found that the XPM-broadened pulses are still fully compressible, and indeed, the measured pulse durations, after optimization of the pulse compressor, were shorter by \( \sim 10 - 20\% \) (from 35 fs down to 28 fs at 1.25 and 1.8 mJ pump energies respectively [see Fig. 3.5(b)]). An example of the XPM-broadened pulse compression is illustrated in Fig. 3.6 that depicts temporal intensity and phase profiles of the compressed pulse at 1.34 µm generated with 1.8 mJ pump, as retrieved by SHG-FROG technique.

Using a seed signal energy of 4.8 µJ, which was kept fairly constant across the whole visible spectral range, and pump energy of 1.8 mJ, FWOPA
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Figure 3.6: SHG-FROG characterization of the NIR pulse at 1.34 µm, showing retrieved temporal intensity (solid curve) and phase (dashed curve) profiles.

delivered sub-30-fs NIR pulses with energy up to 20 µJ across the whole 1 – 1.5 µm wavelength range. Under these settings, 1% pump-to-idler conversion efficiency was achieved, which could be further increased by optimizing (increasing) the input seed energy and approaching four-wave difference frequency generation regime as described in Sect. 2.2.

In conclusion, in this section a proof-of-principle method for broadband frequency downconversion with a standard Ti:sapphire pumped visible NOPA was demonstrated, which can achieve up to 20 µJ, sub-30-fs pulses tunable in the 1 to 1.5 µm range. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first scheme based on isotropic solid-state medium (fused silica) that allows visible-to-IR conversion and provides both very large tunability and simultaneous broadband amplification, supporting few-optical-cycle pulses in the NIR (1 – 1.5 µm) spectral range. Moreover, it promises scaling to very high pump energy levels due to the availability of large aperture Kerr media and suitable conditions for frequency downconversion up to 10 µm, using materials with extremely broadband transparency range, such as CaF₂. The proposed FWOPA is competitive to frequency conversion schemes based on gaseous media and, despite lower energy conversion efficiency, provides very similar output characteristics to conventional three-wave parametric amplifiers based on birefringent crystals. The developed IR source might readily serve for diverse applications and might be considered as an energetic seed pulse with high spatial and temporal quality for front-end high-power IR laser systems [93].
3.3 Visible-to-infrared frequency conversion via three-wave interactions

The noncollinear geometry of the four-wave optical parametric amplification might be somewhat less technically attractive if fast wavelength tunability (scanning) is required, since wavelength tuning requires adjustment of the beam intersection angle so as to fulfill the phase matching condition, as seen from Fig. 3.2(a). In the following sections we demonstrate a different approach for generation of broadly tunable ultrashort IR pulses by means of three-wave parametric interactions in type I BBO crystals.

3.3.1 The general idea

In order to achieve few-cycle, high energy near infrared pulses with a three-wave OPA system, (i) a broadband seed and (ii) amplifier, that supports ultrashort pulses, are needed. Various concepts may be applied to meet the first requirement. In a classical single pass infrared OPA, that involve amplification of the IR part of the supercontinuum spectrum, ultrashort pulses can be generated at the degeneracy. Specifically, sub-10 fs pulses at 1.6 µm with \(\sim 1\) µJ energy were demonstrated [85, 86]. The tuning range could be extended up to 1.1 – 1.5 µm, if a noncollinear geometry in a suitable nonlinear crystal is used [85, 94–97]. Another method suggests spectral broadening technique in a hollow fiber filled with krypton. In this case, few nJ energy pulses with ultrabroadband spectrum spanning from 1.7 µm to 2.6 µm are obtained by intra-pulse DFG between different components of the SC [89] (see also [88, 98, 99] for similar results). The latter approach, however is more energy demanding, the generated spectrum and spectral phase are not smooth, thus programmable pulse shaper is usually required for pulse compression. Other technique suggests DFG between two synchronized NOPAs, where spectrum spanning from 800 nm to 1700 nm can be achieved [44]. Typical pulse energy ranges from tens to hundreds of nanojoules when DFG approach is used and usually does not exceed 1 µJ in a single pass OPA configuration. For many applications, however, a much higher energy is needed, thus pulses are amplified in one or several OPA stages.

So far, OPA in the 1 – 3 µm spectral range was demonstrated using different nonlinear crystals and interaction geometries. The shortest pulse
duration is usually achieved close to degeneracy, where the group velocities between signal and idler waves can be perfectly matched. In particular, few-cycle pulse amplification was demonstrated around 1.6 µm, when pumped by Ti:sapphire lasers (800 nm) [98]. In this configuration pulses as short as 9 fs [99] with energy up to 1.2 mJ [88] can be achieved. Also, several articles have been reported on the development of few-cycle OPAs operating at 2.1 µm, when pumped by Nd:YLF (1053 nm) [89] and Yb:YAG (1030 nm) [28] lasers. While it is hard to beat the previously mentioned OPAs in terms of pulse duration, their tuning range, however, is rather limited. Broad parametric gain bandwidth and wavelength tunability, on the other hand, can be achieved simultaneously, when OPA is pumped by an ultrashort pulses (e.g. 45 fs from Ti:sapphire regenerative amplifier) [100]. Using this configuration 50 fs pulses tunable in the 1.2 – 2.4 µm spectral range were demonstrated [101]. In the following sections we focus on a slightly different approach, that allows generation of widely tunable, few-optical cycle pulses in the infrared spectral range.

![Figure 3.7: Schematic presentation of the visible-to-infrared frequency conversion method.](image)

The general idea of the proposed method is schematically depicted in Fig. 3.7. Tunable IR pulses are obtained by means of two second-order parametric interactions: difference frequency generation and subsequent optical parametric amplification. The first step considers the DFG between broadband visible pulse delivered from NOPA, \( \omega_{\text{vis}} \), and narrowband Ti:sapphire fundamental harmonics pulse (center wavelength 800 nm, \( \omega_p \)) thus producing the MIR pulse at \( \omega_{\text{MIR}} = \omega_{\text{vis}} - \omega_p \). A big advantage of this concept is that no IR seed must be provided. One can benefit from using already well-established ultrashort visible light pulses, which are of excellent spatial and temporal quality and high energy. Since only a small parametric gain is needed in a DFG stage, a rather thin crystal in a collinear geometry can
be used, without severe limitation of the acceptance bandwidth. The second step is the optical parametric amplification of the difference-frequency (MIR) wave, which serves as a seed signal, and at the same time producing the NIR idler wave according to energy conservation: \( \omega_p = \omega_{\text{MIR}} + \omega_{\text{NIR}} \). Note, that the OPA is seeded with a longer wavelength pulse, which is then called a signal pulse throughout the text. Specifically, by tuning wavelength of the visible pulse in the \( \lambda_{\text{vis}}=530–720 \text{ nm} \) range, which is defined by the blue-pumped NOPA operational characteristics (see Appendix I for more details), the tunable MIR and NIR pulses that cover wavelength range of \( \lambda_{\text{MIR}}=1.6–7.2 \mu\text{m} \) and \( \lambda_{\text{NIR}}=0.9–1.6 \mu\text{m} \), respectively, could be generated. The actual tuning range, however, will depend on the IR absorption properties of the particular nonlinear crystal used. For instance, using the BBO crystal, the tuning range is limited to wavelengths shorter than 3 \( \mu\text{m} \), being set by the crystal absorption in the IR. Both DFG and OPA processes can occur simultaneously in a single BBO crystal as shown in Sect. 3.3.3, or can be realized in multiple crystals in collinear (Sect. 3.3.2) and noncollinear (Sect. 3.3.4) geometry. The proposed method can be extended to generate few optical cycle pulses in the mid-infrared spectral range (up to 6 \( \mu\text{m} \)) using, e.g., lithium iodate (LiIO\(_3\)) and lithium niobate (LiNbO\(_3\)) crystals, as demonstrated by the numerical simulations in Sect. 3.3.5.

### 3.3.2 Collinear BBO crystal-based optical parametric amplifier

In 2009 Zhang et al. [101] proposed a setup for an OPA, tunable in the 1.2 – 2.4 \( \mu\text{m} \) spectral range. The way of operation is as follows: the white light continuum is first amplified in a type I BBO crystal based NOPA, alongside the angularly dispersed idler in the 1.2 – 2.4 \( \mu\text{m} \) range is generated. The hollow fiber is then used to improve the idler beam quality and to overcome the spatial chirp issue. Finally, these pulses are amplified up to \( \sim 1 \text{ mJ} \) in type II BBO crystal. The OPA output pulse duration of 50 fs is determined mainly by the pump pulse width (40 fs). In this section we present a setup with the same tuning range (1.2 – 2.4 \( \mu\text{m} \)), however shorter pulse duration (i.e. sub-30 fs) and sub-100 \( \mu\text{J} \) energy.
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Numerical simulations

As a starting point, we present the results of the numerical simulations, which illustrate the basic performance characteristics of the DFG and OPA stages. The numerical simulations were carried out by solving the three-wave parametric equations in the framework of plane wave approximation with account for group velocity mismatch, group velocity dispersion and third-order dispersion effects. The relevant parameters of the BBO crystal (nonlinearity, dispersion relation, transparency range, etc.) were taken from [102].

![Figure 3.8: Computed FWHM width of the difference-frequency pulse generated in 0.1 mm (solid curve), 0.2 mm (dashed curve) and 0.4 mm (dotted curve) BBO crystals.](image)

The DFG process was simulated using input Gaussian pulses with FWHM widths of $t_{\text{vis}} = 20$ fs and $t_{\text{p}} = 130$ fs, as those used in real experimental settings (see “Experimental results” for details). Note, that both input pulses are considered to be bandwidth limited, i.e. no temporal stretching and pulse chirping is applied. The most favorable conditions for collinear DFG in terms of acceptance bandwidth and conversion efficiency for wavelengths of interest occur in type I phase matching interaction. The FWHM width of the difference-frequency pulse versus wavelength as computed by numerical integration of coupled-wave equations for three different lengths (0.1, 0.2 and 0.4 mm) of the BBO crystal is depicted in Fig 3.8. The intensity of the input pulses ($I_{\text{vis}} \approx I_{\text{p}}$) was set at 150, 50 and 25 GW/cm$^2$, respectively, so as to obtain $\sim 50\%$ energy depletion of the highest frequency (visible) pulse. Note, that in a difference frequency mixing process, the highest frequency wave is depleted, whereas both lower frequency waves
are amplified. Under the chosen parameters of interaction, BBO crystal of 0.2 mm thickness was found to be optimal, as it provided the best compromise between the energy conversion efficiency \( \frac{E_{\text{MIR}}}{E_{\text{vis}} + E_{\text{p}}} = 2.5\% \) and attainable pulse width (the pulse broadening being less than 10% across the entire tuning range).

Figure 3.9: (a) Group velocity mismatch between the signal and idler pulses in BBO crystal. (b) computed FWHM pulsewidth as a function of wavelength at the OPA output, which uses 0.5 mm and 1 mm BBO crystals. (c) temporal pulse profiles of the depleted pump (black), amplified signal at 2 µm (blue) and idler at 1.33 µm (red). The dashed curves show phases of the signal and idler pulses, respectively.
Further we simulate the operation of a difference-frequency pulse-seeded collinear OPA, which was pumped by $t_p = 130$ fs fundamental laser pulse. We investigate parametric amplification in BBO crystals of 0.5 mm and 1 mm thickness by choosing a fixed seed pulse intensity of 1 GW/cm$^2$ and the pump pulse intensities of 350 GW/cm$^2$ and 100 GW/cm$^2$ set for shorter and longer crystals, respectively, so as to obtain 15% pump-to-infrared conversion efficiency with a gain of $\sim 100$. Fig. 3.9(a) shows the calculated group velocity mismatch, $1/v_s - 1/v_i$, between the signal and idler pulses, which essentially defines the accessible amplification bandwidth. Fig. 3.9(b) summarizes the numerically computed FWHM width of the signal and idler pulses across the entire tuning range. Fig. 3.9(c) shows an example of computed temporal profiles and phases of the interacting pulses ($\lambda_s = 2$ µm, $\lambda_i = 1.33$ µm) at the output of 1-mm-thick BBO crystal. Note, how the pump pulse is almost completely depleted in the area where the pulses overlap; the time separation between the signal and idler pulses at the crystal output is markedly reduced due to strong nonlinear interaction. Moreover, the use of unstretched and unchirped seed pulses in the OPA pays-off with regard of achieved pulse width; note that the amplified pulse lengthening is quite small and does not exceed 30% even at the very edges of the tuning range.

Experimental results

Figure 3.10: Experimental setup: DFG is the difference frequency generator, OPA1 is the preamplifier, OPA2 is the power amplifier, BS1, BS2 and BS3 are the beam splitters, $\lambda/2$ is a half-wave plate, M1 is a dichroic mirror (transparent in the visible and highly reflective at 800 nm), M2 and M3 are the dichroic mirrors transparent in IR and highly reflective at 800 nm.
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The validity of the numerical results was verified experimentally. The experimental setup is depicted in Fig. 3.10. The fundamental Ti:sapphire laser beam was divided by the beam splitter BS1 into two parts. The first part, with 0.5 mJ energy, served to pump a NOPA device. The second part of the laser beam was divided into three channels (beam splitters BS2 and BS3) with energy of 15 µJ, 150 µJ and 1 mJ that served to pump the difference-frequency generator (DFG), preamplifier (OPA1) and power amplifier (OPA2), respectively.

The difference frequency generation was performed in a 0.2-mm-thick BBO crystal cut at 29.2° for type I phase matching. The input beams (NOPA output and laser fundamental) were arranged in a collinear geometry using a dichroic mirror M1. The beams were focused to a spot size of ~ 0.5 mm with a spherical $f = +300$ mm lens thus achieving peak intensities of the input pulses of $I_{\text{vis}}=65$ GW/cm$^2$ and $I_p=30$ GW/cm$^2$. Under these experimental conditions the difference-frequency pulses with 200–400 nJ energy throughout the whole 1.6–2.4 µm range were generated. These further served to seed the OPA, which consisted of preamplifier and power amplifier, both based on type I phase matching BBO crystals. In order to fulfill type I phase matching condition, the polarization of the pump wave was rotated by 90° using a $\lambda/2$ plate placed in front to the beam splitter BS3.

The preamplifier used a 0.5 mm-thick BBO crystal, which was pumped by loosely focused 150 µJ fundamental pulse. The FWHM beam diameter at the crystal input face was 0.45 mm, yielding the pump pulse intensity of 450 GW/cm$^2$. The pump and seed beams were arranged in a slightly non-collinear geometry (the crossing angle $< 1^\circ$) so as to easily separate the signal (1.6–2.4 µm) and idler (1.2–1.6 µm) beams of the same polarization. The preamplifier operated with 10% energy conversion efficiency, delivering 2–4 µJ signal pulses. Thereafter these pulses were sent to a power amplifier, which used 1-mm-thick BBO crystal and which was pumped by the rest of the laser energy (1 mJ) in a collimated beam with FWHM diameter of 1.6 mm and intensity of 250 GW/cm$^2$. The power amplifier delivered a total of 120 µJ energy, which was distributed between the signal and idler waves according to Manely-Rowe relation. For instance, at signal and idler wavelengths of 2.06 µm and 1.31 µm, where pulses were characterized (see below), the measured energy of the signal and idler waves was 45 µJ and 75 µJ, respectively.
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The spectral characteristics of the pulse at 2.06 µm at relevant stages of the experiment are depicted in Fig. 3.11, which compares pulse spectra after the difference frequency generation, and at the outputs of the preamplifier and power amplifier, as measured using fiber spectrometer (AvaSpec-NIR256-2.5, Avantes). Note that the modifications of the spectral shape imposed by the optical parametric amplification process are very minor: the observed spectral narrowing was estimated to be less than 10%, in good agreement with the results of numerical simulations. The measured FWHM spectral width at the output of the power amplifier was ∼250 nm, that corresponded to 24 fs transform-limited pulse duration.

Figures 3.12 and 3.13 summarize the main experimental results. Figure 3.12(a) shows spectra of the visible pulses at 575 nm and the amplified MIR (signal) and NIR (idler) pulses centered at 2.06 µm and 1.31 µm, respectively. Figure 3.12(b) shows the temporal characteristics across the whole tuning range by presenting the measured pulse width of the visible pulses at the NOPA output and the estimated pulse width of the signal (MIR) and idler (NIR) waves as derived from spectral measurements and subsequent Fourier transform. The dashed lines indicate the pulse width, which corresponds to N=3, 4 and 5 optical-cycles. The experimental data are in fair agreement with the results of numerical simulations, presented in Fig 3.9(b).

Figure 3.13 shows the autocorrelation traces of compressed signal and idler pulses as measured by a scanning autocorrelator (described in Sect. 3.2).
Figure 3.12: (a) spectra of the visible, NIR and MIR pulses centered at 575 nm, 1.31 µm and 2.06 µm, respectively. (b) pulse duration versus wavelength. The dashed lines indicate the pulse duration with N=3, 4 and 5 optical-cycles.

It has to be mentioned that although we consider parametric amplification of unchirped signal pulse, in fact, in the experiment it became negatively chirped (blue-shifted frequencies at the leading front and red-shifted frequencies at the trailing front) due to anomalous material dispersion introduced by the optical elements of the setup (focusing lenses, dichroic mirrors and autocorrelator optics) in the 1.6–2.4 µm wavelength range. Indeed, the measured duration of the signal pulse at 2.06 µm directly at the amplifier output was 110 fs. Therefore the signal pulse was compressed by passing it through a 3-mm-thick ZnSe plate, which possesses normal group velocity dispersion in this spectral range. The autocorrelation trace of compressed signal pulse is plotted in Fig. 3.13(a), which shows a smooth Gaussian profile. The estimated FWHM pulsewidth of 29 fs (4.2 optical-cycles) thus yielded the time-bandwith product of $\Delta\tau\Delta\nu \approx 0.51$. Slightly imperfect pulse chirp compensation (measured pulse width of 29 fs instead 24 fs as
estimated from the spectral width) occurred likely due to higher-order dispersion imposed by ZnSe, as also noted in [91]. The positive chirp of the idler pulse, as attained in the parametric amplification process was compensated in a double-pass TF5 glass prism-pair compressor. The autocorrelation trace of compressed idler pulse at 1.31 µm is shown in Fig. 3.13(b), which again shows a smooth Gaussian profile. The retrieved FWHM pulse width of 26 fs and the time-bandwidth product of $\Delta \tau \Delta \nu \approx 0.46$ attest almost perfect compensation of the idler pulse chirp.

To sum up, a simple method for visible-to-infrared frequency conversion of sub-30 fs pulses by collinear difference frequency generation and subsequent collinear optical parametric amplification was presented in this section. As an experimental proof, the generation of broadly tunable few optical-cycle pulses using BBO crystals in the wavelength range of $1.2 - 2.4$ µm was demonstrated. After two-stage optical parametric amplification, we obtain sub-100 µJ pulses with 10% pump-to-infrared conversion efficiency. The validity of the concept is supported by the results of the numerical simulations.
3.3.3 Simultaneous difference frequency generation and optical parametric amplification in a single BBO crystal

In this section we proceed with the BBO crystal based visible-to-infrared frequency conversion setup described in Sect. 3.3.2. Here, however the DFG and OPA interactions are realized in a single type I BBO crystal.

![Figure 3.14: Phase matching curves for DFG (dashed line) and OPA (solid line) processes for type I phase matching in BBO crystal.](image)

The method is based on cascaded three-wave parametric interactions (DFG and OPA), that occur simultaneously within a single type I BBO crystal due to its dispersion properties. The phase-matching curves in BBO crystal for both DFG ($\text{vis} \rightarrow \text{p} \rightarrow \text{MIR}$) and OPA ($\text{p} \rightarrow \text{MIR} + \text{NIR}$) processes are illustrated in Fig. 3.14. Here $o$ and $e$ denote the necessary polarization of the interacting waves so as to fulfill the type I phase matching interaction. Note that this is possible using different polarizations of the pump wave at $\omega_p$. The efficiency of the overall cascading process relies on two conditions: (i) both parametric interactions have to be of the same phase matching type, thus the polarization of the interacting waves should be properly chosen; (ii) only one of the two parametric processes could be perfectly phase matched at fixed crystal orientation (except the point at 607 nm, where the DFG and OPA curves intersect). The optimum operation was achieved when the BBO crystal was aligned so as to fulfill the perfect phase matching condition for the OPA process that is very efficient, whereas a difference frequency
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generation was phase-mismatched therefore providing a weak seed, which was nevertheless enough to efficiently seed the amplifier.

![Experimental setup for cascaded frequency conversion in BBO crystal](image)

The experimental setup is depicted in Fig. 3.15. The Ti:sapphire laser-NOPA system was the same as described in Sect. 3.2. A dichroic mirror DM (transparent in the visible and highly reflective at 800 nm) was used for collinear arrangement of the NOPA and pump beams. The two beams were focused with a spherical $f_1 = +800$ mm lens into 1-mm-thick BBO crystal cut at $\theta = 29.2^\circ$. The BBO crystal was placed $\sim 20$ cm before the focal plane of the lens; the FWHM size of pump and signal beams at the input face of the crystal were measured as 0.77 mm and 0.45 mm, respectively. The generated NIR beam was restored with $f_2 = 500$ mm lens, while the remaining pump and NOPA signal were filtered using bandpass filter $F$. The proper energy ratio between $o$- and $e$-polarized waves at 800 nm was adjusted with a half-wave plate ($\lambda/2$). The optimum performance was achieved when $\sim 5\%$ fraction of the energy at 800 nm was used to generate the difference-frequency and the rest $\sim 95\%$ served as a pump for OPA. The maximum pump energy of $E_p = 0.4 \text{ mJ}$ in the experiment was used, that converts to a maximum fluence of $F_{\text{max}} = 0.056 \text{ J/cm}^2$. We note, that no optical damage of the crystal antireflection coatings was observed. The maximum pump intensity was estimated as $I_{\text{max}} = 0.43 \text{ TW/cm}^2$, assuming Gaussian spatial and temporal intensity distribution of the pump beam.

Figure 3.16(a) shows the energy of the NIR (at 1.24 µm) and MIR (at 2.25 µm) pulses at the BBO crystal output as a function of the pump en-
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Figure 3.16: (a) Infrared pulse energies at 2.25 µm (dashed curve) and 1.24 µm (solid curve) and pump-to-infrared conversion efficiency versus pump energy. (b) Compressed NIR pulse duration versus wavelength.

With $E_p = 0.4$ mJ and $E_{vis} = 7$ µJ the highest infrared pulse energy of $E_{MIR} = 11.5$ µJ and $E_{NIR} = 26$ µJ was measured suggesting almost 10% pump-to-infrared conversion efficiency as the frequency conversion process was driven into saturation. Figure 3.16(b) shows the NIR pulse duration versus wavelength after the pulse compression in a double-pass prism-pair compressor (identical to that described in Sect. 3.2) as measured by a scanning autocorrelator (described in Sect. 3.2). For most of the tuning range, pulses as short as 30 fs were obtained, whereas at the shortest wavelengths ($1.1 - 1.2$ µm), the pulse duration increased to 40-45 fs, mainly as a result of reduced gain bandwidth for shortest NIR wavelengths.

Figure 3.17 summarizes the relevant characteristics of the cascaded three-wave parametric frequency converter at 1.36 µm and 1.22 µm. The left panel [Fig. 3.17 (a) and (d)] compares spectra of the visible NOPA seed. The center panel [Fig. 3.17 (b) and (e)] illustrates spectra of the frequency down-converted NIR pulses. The right panel [Fig. 3.17 (c) and (f)] shows the autocorrelation traces of the compressed NIR pulses as measured by a scanning autocorrelator. The estimated time-bandwidth product $\Delta \tau_p \Delta \nu \approx 0.5$ at both wavelengths indicates that the compressed NIR pulses are close to
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Figure 3.17: Experimentally measured pulse characteristics at 1.36 µm and 1.22 µm. (a), (d) spectra of the visible NOPA seed; (b), (e) spectra of the NIR pulses; (c), (f) autocorrelation traces of compressed NIR pulses. Here solid curves show the Gaussian fit.

The presented second-order cascaded interaction to some extent mimics pure four-wave mixing process: \( \omega_p + \omega_p = \omega_{\text{vis}} + \omega_{\text{NIR}} \). However, in the present case the conversion efficiency is markedly higher because of much higher induced second-order nonlinear polarization. Another important outcome of the proposed scheme is that tunable MIR pulses are simultaneously generated via DFG process, and that are not present in pure four-wave mixing process. The NIR and MIR pulses in principle can be tuned in \( 1.1 - 1.6 \) µm and \( 1.6 - 2.8 \) µm spectral ranges respectively. Close to degeneracy (1.6 µm), however, these pulses cannot be distinguished neither in polarization nor in wavelength, since they are generated in type I crystal employing collinear configuration. The MIR pulses were not precisely characterized due to the absence of suitable (MIR sensitive) detection apparatus at the time the experiment was made.

3.3.4 Noncollinear BBO crystal-based optical parametric amplification in the IR spectral range

The three-wave OPAs presented so far delivers tunable \( \approx 30 \) fs IR pulses. Generation and amplification of even shorter (< 30 fs) IR pulses, however, requires broad amplification bandwidth, that is achieved only using noncollinear phase matching geometry as described in general introduction (Sect. 1.4). To this end, the noncollinear optical parametric amplification
with 800 nm pumping has been demonstrated using different nonlinear crystals, which provide suitable group velocity matching for broadband amplification: potassium titanyl phosphate (KTP) [95, 95], lithium iodate [26] and PPSLT [85, 94, 96]; also see [86] for a review and recent developments in the field. BBO crystal, on the other hand, was considered as unsuitable for broadband amplification in the IR using an 800 nm Ti:sapphire laser pump [94].

Stable CEP is often a mandatory requisite for pulses with few-optical-cycle duration. Control of the CEP becomes important for extreme nonlinear optics experiments, which are sensitive to the electric field rather than the pulse intensity, i.e. high-harmonic generation [22], above-threshold ionization [24], multiphoton absorption [40]. In particular, CEP control is important for the generation of reproducible attosecond pulses [23]. CEP can be stabilized using active or passive methods. Active approach relies on measuring the pulse-to-pulse CEP slip $\Delta \phi$ in the oscillator and stabilizing it with active electronic feedback [41]. Then, it is sufficient to pick and amplify pulses with the same phase at a fraction of oscillator repetition rate [22]. The parametric interactions, on the other hand, offer passive CEP stabilization in a quite straightforward way: optical parametric amplification might itself produce CEP-stable idler wave [42] or CEP-stable pulses could be generated by difference-frequency mixing process [43, 44].

To date, a variety of schemes providing CEP-stable few optical-cycle pulses at wavelengths around 2 µm with different energies (ranging from hundreds of nJ to several mJ), at different repetition rates (1-100 kHz), and possessing either broad tunability or operating at fixed wavelength have been developed [26, 27, 89–91, 103–107], with particular output parameters dictated by the range of practical applications.

In this section we demonstrate the generation of few optical-cycle pulses at 2 µm central wavelength. Pulses with stable CEP are obtained by difference frequency mixing then amplified in a noncollinear, 800-nm-pumped optical parametric amplifier based on BBO crystal, which in these conditions is shown to provide broad amplification bandwidth. The experimental setup is depicted in Fig. 3.18. The fundamental laser beam was divided by the beam splitter BS1 into two parts. The first part with 0.3 mJ energy, served to pump NOPA device, schematically shown as a shaded box in Fig. 3.18. The second part of the laser beam was divided into two channels (beam splitter
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BS2) with energies of 30 µJ and 1 mJ that were used to pump the difference-frequency generator and the optical parametric amplifier, respectively.

Figure 3.18: Experimental setup. NOP A is the noncollinear optical parametric amplifier, DFG is the difference frequency generator, OPA is the optical parametric amplifier, DM is the dichroic mirror, W is a pair of fused silica wedges, F is the bandpass filter, P is the prism, T is the telescope, BS1 and BS2 are the beam splitters, M1 and M2 – focusing and restoring mirrors.

The DFG scheme was similar to those proposed in Sects. 3.3.3 and 3.3.2: the pulse with central 2 µm wavelength was generated by mixing the o-polarized 130-fs pulse at 800 nm from the laser with the e-polarized, slightly positively chirped pulse at 575 nm from the NOP A in 0.2-mm-thick BBO crystal cut for type I phase matching. The proper polarization of the 800 nm pulse was set by the λ/2 plate placed after the beam splitter BS2. The two input beams were arranged collinearly using a dichroic mirror DM and loosely focused by a curved mirror M1 (f = +300 mm) onto the crystal. The DFG operated with 50% energy depletion of the visible pulse, delivering o-polarized 300 nJ pulse at 2 µm. The residual radiation at 575 and 800 nm was thereafter filtered by a bandpass filter F, isolating the difference frequency pulse, which was then collimated by another curved mirror M2 and sent to the OPA.

The OPA was based on type I phase matching BBO crystal, which due to its dispersive properties is generally considered as unsuitable for non-degenerate amplification of broadband pulses in the infrared [94]. Indeed, with 800 nm pumping, the signal pulse always moves faster than the idler, so broadband phase matching is not achievable neither in collinear nor in noncollinear geometry. The latter is true, when the OPA is seeded in the 1 – 1.6 µm spectral range. However, recent findings uncover that the group
velocities of the signal and idler pulses could be matched noncollinearly either by using signal pulses with tilted front as demonstrated in \cite{107} or by seeding the OPA in the 1.6 – 2.8 µm range as proposed in present study. In the latter case, there exists a certain pump-seed crossing angle \( \alpha \), which satisfies the condition for broadband phase matching, as illustrated in the inset of Fig. 3.19.

![Phase matching curves](image)

**Figure 3.19:** Phase matching curves calculated for type I phase matching BBO OPA pumped at 800 nm, varying pump-seed angle \( \alpha \). Inset shows geometry of the interacting beams inside the crystal.

The phase matching curves calculated for several pump-seed crossing angles \( \alpha \) in type I phase matching BBO crystal are shown in Fig. 3.19. The phase matching curves for \( \alpha \neq 0 \) are in fact almost identical to the phase matching curve obtained in the collinear geometry (\( \alpha = 0 \)) at the degeneracy (1.6 µm), with the difference of the position of the broad flat part (indicated by bold and serving as a guide for the eye) that shifts toward longer wavelengths with increasing \( \alpha \). Therefore by varying the pump-seed angle \( \alpha \), it is possible to achieve broadband phase matching anywhere in the seed wavelength range of 1.6 – 2.8 µm, at the same time producing an angularly dispersed signal pulse in the range of 1.1 – 1.6 µm.

In the experiment, the OPA used a 2 mm-thick BBO crystal, which was pumped by a collimated beam with FWHM diameter of 2.7 mm and 1 mJ energy. The \( e \)-polarized pump and \( o \)-polarized seed beams were crossed at \( \alpha_{\text{ext}} = 3.8^\circ \) angle (corresponding to \( \alpha \approx 2.3^\circ \) inside the crystal) so as to ensure the broadest amplification bandwidth around 2 µm. The noncollinear
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geometry generally results in a noticeable reduction of the beam/pulse physical overlap area in the nonlinear crystal and imposes a tilted gain volume, which in turn produces a pulse-front tilt of the amplified pulse. In order to eliminate these drawbacks, the pump beam was transmitted through a fused silica prism P (apex angle of 69°) adjusted at a minimum deviation angle and a telescope T (beam size reduction factor of 2.4), which introduced a \( \sim 2.3° \) pulse-front tilt inside the crystal, so as to produce untilted pulse and enhance conversion efficiency. At the output of the NOPA a pair of adjustable parallel fused silica wedges (W) were used to introduce a variable amount of material dispersion in the path of the visible pulse. As a result, the visible pulse was slightly positively chirped (red-shifted frequencies at the leading front and blue-shifted frequencies at the trailing front) and so the 2 µm difference-frequency pulse at the DFG output. By precisely controlling wedge position, we achieved that the 2 µm pulse self compresses after passing through 1-mm-thick bandpass filter F and 2-mm-thick OPA crystal, which both possess anomalous group velocity dispersion.

The two OPA configurations were analyzed. First, the phase matching angle of the crystal was set to \( \theta_{pm} = 20.5° \) so as to phase match the spectral components at 2 µm. Under these experimental conditions, pulses at 2 µm with 50 µJ energy and short-term (measured over 10 min interval) energy fluctuations of 2% were generated. Figure 3.20 shows zero-dispersion THG-FROG apparatus, which was used to characterize the compressed pulses. First, the beam was spatially split into two parts by the edge of the mirror. The two portions were then focused into the 30-µm-thick teflon film with an \( f = +100 \) mm focal length parabolic mirror. The FROG measurement was performed by changing the time delay between the two correlator arms in 1.79 fs steps and recording the generated TH spectra by a fiber spectrometer (QE65000, Ocean Optics, \( \approx 0.8 \) nm resolution). The acquired data was
converted into a $128 \times 128$ THG-FROG matrix as depicted in Fig. 3.21(a). Figure 3.21(b) shows the retrieved THG-FROG trace, while retrieved intensity and phase in both temporal and spectral domains are depicted in Fig. 3.21(c) and Fig. 3.21(d). The pulse width of 20 fs that corresponds to 3 optical-cycles was retrieved with a reconstruction error of 0.56%. The bandwidth of the amplified spectrum supports transform-limited pulse duration of 18 fs, as verified by zero-phase Fourier transform.

For the second configuration, the phase matching angle was tuned so as to phase match the marginal spectral components rather than the central ones, thus resulting in a spectral broadening as depicted in Fig. 3.22. The phase matching angle was set to $\theta_{pm} = 20.9^\circ$ and pulses at 2 µm with 15 µJ energy were generated. The results of THG-FROG are depicted in Fig. 3.23. The bandwidth of the amplified spectrum supports pulse duration of 12 fs, while the pulse width of 15 fs (2.3 optical-cycles) was retrieved.
Figure 3.22: Experimentally measured spectra for different phase matching angle $\theta_{pm}$ values.

Figure 3.23: THG-FROG results of the amplified pulses. (a) Measured FROG trace, (b) retrieved FROG trace. (c) Reconstructed temporal profile (black curve) and phase (dashed curve), and temporal profile from zero-phase Fourier transform (blue curve). (d) Measured spectrum (black curve), reconstructed spectrum (blue curve) and reconstructed spectral phase (dashed curve).

within grid size of 256 × 256 pixels and a reconstruction error of 0.60%. An extended shoulder at the pulse front is likely due to residual higher-order dispersion, which could be compensated only by careful dispersion management. Rather low conversion efficiency (1.5%) is obtained in part
due to the quantum defect and in part due to different widths of the pump and seed pulses. Even broader spectrum that supports 10 fs pulses can be obtained by setting $\theta_{pm} = 21^\circ$ (red curve in Fig. 3.22), however due to higher order dispersion the obtained pulses were compressed only down to 18 fs (not shown).

![Figure 3.24: Measurement of CEP fluctuations: (a) f-2f interference pattern and its average, (b) variation of the CEP over time and its statistics.](image)

And finally, our scheme produced pulses with self-stabilized carrier-envelope phase: the NOPA signal originates from the supercontinuum generation with 800 nm pulses whose phase fluctuations are transferred to the SC signal and which thereafter are cancelled during difference frequency generation process [43, 44], whereas pump fluctuations and phase mismatch in parametric amplification process do not significantly alter the amplified pulse CEP [108]. The experimental characterization of the CEP was performed with an f-2f interferometer described in Sect. 1.6 by sampling SC (generated in 6 mm thick YAG crystal) and its second harmonic spectra (generated in 1 mm thick BBO crystal) using a fiber spectrometer (QE65000, Ocean Optics). Figure 3.24(a) shows the interference fringe pattern as composed of 1000 single-shot spectral interferograms, which were measured by setting laser repetition rate at 100 Hz. The extracted CEP jitter is plotted in Fig. 3.24(b) indicating a root-mean-square (rms) fluctuations of 0.33 rads.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a simple and flexible scheme that delivers two optical-cycle, CEP-stable pulses in the infrared. The method is
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based on frequency down-conversion of visible pulses via collinear difference frequency generation and subsequent noncollinear optical parametric amplification in the BBO crystal, which is shown to provide broadband phase matching if seeded by ultrashort pulses in the 1.6 – 2.8 µm wavelength range. As an experimental proof, 15 fs pulses with 15 µJ energy at 2 µm central wavelength, with short-term CEP stability of 330 mrad over 10 s were generated. The pulse width corresponds to 2.3 optical-cycles that is achieved by a simple propagation in the optical elements of the setup and does not require any external pulse compressor. The proposed scheme could be easily optimized for either shortest pulse duration or highest pulse energy by adjusting the phase matching angle of the crystal, and up-scaled to higher output energies. As compared to two previous setups (Sect. 3.3.2 and Sect. 3.3.3), the developed noncollinear OPA is not optimized for NIR pulse generation. Although the idler wave, which lies in the 1.1 – 1.6 µm spectral range, is simultaneously generated in the amplification process, its use is less attractive because of significant spatial chirp.

3.3.5 Broadband optical parametric amplification in the 3–5.5 µm spectral range

The absorbing properties of the BBO crystal limit the tunability of the IR pulses to wavelengths shorter than 2.8 µm, although the available tuning range of visible NOPA is suitable to do so, as described in Sect. 3.3.1, see also Fig. 3.7. In what follows, we demonstrate a general possibility to extend the proposed concept for generation of few optical-cycle pulses in the MIR. We perform the numerical simulations of difference-frequency pulse-seeded optical parametric amplification in the MIR in LiIO$_3$ and LiNbO$_3$ crystals, whose relevant parameters were taken from [102, 109]. Here we consider an identical situation of the OPA operation as in Sect. 3.3.2: unchirped ∼ 20 fs MIR seed pulses are amplified in a collinear type I phase matched OPA pumped by 130 fs pulses at 800 nm.

Figure 3.25 summarizes the results of numerical simulations of parametric amplification in LiIO$_3$ crystal. Figure 3.25(a) shows the GVM between the signal and idler pulses in the signal wavelength range of 1.6 – 5.5 µm. Interestingly, apart from the degeneracy, there exists a second group-velocity matching point at 4.2 µm, where conditions for collinear broadband parametric amplification are fulfilled. At longer wavelengths the group velocity
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Figure 3.25: Performance characteristics of LiIO$_3$ crystal-based OPA. (a) GVM between the signal and idler pulses. (b) computed FWHM pulse width versus wavelength in 1 mm (solid curve) and 2 mm (dashed curve) thick crystals. (c) temporal pulse profiles of the depleted pump (black), amplified signal at 4 µm (blue) and idler at 1 µm (red). The dashed curves show phases of the signal and idler pulses, respectively.

Mismatch rapidly increases, thereby limiting the effective tuning range to wavelengths shorter than 5.5 µm due to reduced amplification bandwidth. Figure 3.25(b) depicts the computed achievable transform-limited FWHM pulse width (after compensation of residual pulse chirp) of the MIR signal pulses at the output of the OPA, which uses LiIO$_3$ crystals of 1 mm and 2 mm thickness. Here optical parametric amplification was simulated using pump pulse intensity of 100 GW/cm$^2$, that produced gain factors of 5 and 50 in shorter and longer crystals, respectively. Figure 3.25(c) shows an
example of numerically simulated intensity profiles and phases of the interacting pulses in 2-mm-thick LiIO$_3$ crystal at the group-velocity matching point at 4.2 µm.

Figure 3.26 shows the GVM between the signal and idler pulses in LiNbO$_3$ crystal and basic performance characteristics of LiNbO$_3$ crystal based OPA. Figures 3.26 (a) and (b) show the group velocity mismatch and achievable pulse width, respectively. Here collinear group velocity matching between the signal and idler pulses occurs at 3.5 µm. Thanks to larger
nonlinear coefficient of LiNbO$_3$, 1-mm-long crystal yields as much a twice gain ($\sim 100$) than that achieved in twice longer LiIO$_3$ crystal at the same pumping intensity of $I_p = 100$ GW/cm$^2$. The intensity profiles of the pump, signal and idler pulses at the output of 1-mm-long LiNbO$_3$ crystal-based OPA are shown in Fig. 3.26 (c).

To summarize the results of numerical simulations, the performance characteristics of LiIO$_3$ and LiNbO$_3$ OPAs are quite similar. However, in choosing a particular value of the pump intensity ($I_p = 100$ GW/cm$^2$) we did not accounted for a possible optical damage of the LiIO$_3$ crystal, which is expected to occur at lower intensities than in LiNbO$_3$, since exact optical damage thresholds for these crystals in the femtosecond regime are not precisely known. In both investigated cases, shown in Fig. 3.25 (c) and in Fig. 3.26 (c), the amplified pulses feature some phase modulation, which occurs as a result of group velocity dispersion. Larger group velocity dispersion in LiNbO$_3$ crystal results in somewhat longer pulses with larger chirp at the OPA output. On the other hand, the character of phase modulation in both cases is very regular (quadratic), so it could be readily compensated using an external pulse compressor. Our findings suggest that at particular wavelengths (4.2 µm in LiIO$_3$ and 3.5 µm in LiNbO$_3$) after compensation of residual chirp, pulses with duration shorter than 2 optical-cycles could be obtained.
Chapter 4

Supercontinuum generation with few optical cycle CEP-stable pulses

Material related to this chapter was published in [A12]

4.1 Motivation

Supercontinuum generation is a well-established method for obtaining coherent broadband radiation, spanning across ultraviolet, visible and infrared spectral range [110]. In bulk dielectric media, SC generation is tightly linked to femtosecond filamentation [25]; the broadband radiation emerges from a complex interplay between self-focusing, self-phase modulation, four-wave mixing, pulse-front steepening, pulse splitting, generation of optical shocks, multiphoton absorption and generation of free electron plasma. To date, SC generation was extensively studied in wide bandgap dielectrics with ultraviolet, visible and near infrared femtosecond laser pulses, under conditions of normal group velocity dispersion [111–113]. On the other hand, it is well known that the material dispersion plays an important role in self-focusing dynamics of the ultrashort laser pulses [25]. Thanks to recent progress in the development of ultrafast optical parametric amplifiers, ultrashort pulses at near and mid-infrared wavelengths became routinely available, see e.g. [86], thus providing an access to SC generation in the regime of anomalous GVD. Indeed, experimental and numerical studies revealed that the interplay between the anomalous GVD and self-action effects results in extended filamentation length [114], pulse compression rather than pulse splitting [115–118], different angular pattern of conical emission [119–121] and ultrabroadband spectra [113, 122–126], hence giving rise to a new filamentation...
Another effect associated with filamentation is the generation of TH, whose occurrence is mediated by the same source of the nonlinear polarization [127, 128]. Indeed, TH generation is a well-known phenomenon, which accompanies filamentation and spectral broadening in gases and air in particular, see e.g. [129–131], however it is seldom observed [61] and often neglected effect regarding filamentation and SC generation in condensed media.

In this Chapter we experimentally investigate SC generation in the regime of anomalous GVD with 20 fs, CEP-stable pulses at 2 µm. We find that TH generation occurs prior to spectral broadening, and the TH pulse has a specific double-peaked structure, which coexists with the SC also in the regime of spectral superbroadening. We also demonstrate that spectral beating between TH and ultrabroadband SC produces the f-3f interference pattern, which could be readily applied for CEP stability measurements.

### 4.2 Supercontinuum generation in the regime of anomalous GVD

The experiment was performed using 20-fs, CEP-stable pulses with central wavelength of 2 µm from a optical parametric amplifier described in Sect. 3.3.4. The output from the OPA was suitably attenuated and focused by an \( f = +100 \) mm lens into a 70 µm FWHM spot size located at the input face of the nonlinear medium. We tested four different nonlinear wide

![Figure 4.1: Group velocity dispersion curves for fused silica, sapphire, CaF\(_2\) and YAG, as calculated using Sellmeier equations provided in [109].](image)
bandgap materials, which are commonly used for SC generation in the visible and near-infrared: sapphire (6 mm length), fused silica (5 mm), CaF\(_2\) (6 mm), and YAG (6 mm), whose GVD curves are illustrated in Fig. 4.1. The output SC radiation was re-collimated and then collected into a fiber tip of the spectrometer. The measurements were performed using two calibrated fiber spectrometers AvaSpec-2048 and AvaSpec-NIR256-2.5 (Avantes), that covered effective wavelength ranges of 400 – 1100 nm and 1 – 2.5 \(\mu\)m, respectively. Figure 4.2 shows the angle-integrated SC spectra, as recorded using two different input-pulse energies, which roughly represent transient (lower energy) and saturated (higher energy) regimes of the spectral broadening. The highest values of the input-pulse energy in the latter case were chosen to be slightly below those produce periodic spectral modulation [132].

![Figure 4.2: Supercontinuum spectra generated in (a) fused silica, (b) sapphire, (c) CaF\(_2\), (d) YAG. The dashed and solid curves represent SC spectra in the transient and saturation regimes of the spectral broadening, respectively. The solid black curve in (c) illustrates the input-pulse spectrum. Curve labels stand for the input-pulse energy. Images on the right side show the corresponding far-field patterns of the SC emission in the visible range.](image-url)
and/or apparent deterioration of the output beam profile. Note the distinct differences in SC spectral shapes, which demonstrate the importance of digression of the pump wavelength from the zero GVD wavelength, as seen from Fig. 4.1. Also note the differences in visual appearance of characteristic coloring and angular divergence of the SC radiation, as illustrated by the screen shots of the far field patterns taken at 15 cm distance from the output face of the nonlinear media. The SC spectrum generated in fused silica [Fig. 4.2(a)] is very similar to those reported in a number of previous studies [122–125] and has a deep extended minimum around 1 µm and distinct intense peak in the visible (so-called blue peak), which then shows apparent red-shifted broadening with increase of the input-pulse energy. The SC spectrum with very similar spectral features is generated in sapphire [Fig. 4.2(b)], which exhibits essentially similar dispersive characteristics and nonlinearity as fused silica. In CaF$_2$, owing to its generally low dispersion, a broad and flat SC spectrum that spans from 450 nm to >2.5 µm was generated [Fig. 4.2(c)], with the longest wavelength being limited by our detection apparatus. And finally, in YAG, a smooth SC spectrum with elevated spectral intensity in the 600-1000 nm range [Fig. 4.2(d)] was generated using quite low input-pulse energy owing to high nonlinearity of YAG as compared to other materials tested.

In all examined cases, prior to SC generation and in the transient regime of spectral broadening a characteristic TH peak centered at 660 nm was observed. In the transient regime of spectral broadening, the TH peak is best visible in CaF$_2$ and YAG [see. Fig. 4.2(c) and (d)], whereas in fused silica and sapphire it becomes rapidly masked by the occurrence of a strong and broad blue-shifted peak, which coincides with the X-wave phase matching [133] and which is not associated with TH generation.

### 4.3 Intrinsic third harmonic generation

The TH generation occurs at lower input pulse energy and is clearly observed before the onset of spectral broadening and SC generation. For example, the TH radiation is detected with 1.0 µJ input-pulse in fused silica and with 0.40 µJ input-pulse in YAG, and measured TH efficiency varies from $10^{-6}$ to $10^{-4}$, depending on the input-pulse energy. A closer inspection of stand-alone TH spectra revealed a remarkable fast periodic modulation, whose frequency changes with the nonlinear material and its
length, as verified by testing shorter samples of the nonlinear media. An example of TH spectrum generated at 0.75 μJ input energy in YAG is shown in Fig. 4.3 [note linear intensity scale, in contrast to logarithmic scale in Fig. 4.2(d)]; also see Fig. 4.6(a), which shows the TH spectrum in fused silica. Interestingly, very similar modulation of the TH spectrum was observed in semiconductor materials using intense 3.5 μm pulses and was attributed to pulse splitting effect, however without providing more details [134].

In what follows, we show that distinct spectral modulation is a signature of a double-peaked TH pulse, which occurs naturally, without the splitting of the input pulse. We interpret our results in the framework of phase

Figure 4.4: Schematic representation of third harmonic generation in the regime of large phase and group-velocity mismatch. (a) shows fundamental and third harmonics pulses in the time domain and (b) in the frequency domain.

and group-velocity mismatched second harmonic generation in media with
quadratic nonlinearity [135]. Such an operating condition imposes that TH radiation consists of two pulses, representing so-called free and driven waves, which produce spectral beating at the output [136] as schematically shown in Fig. 4.4. The first pulse, i.e. the free wave travels with the group velocity $u_f$, as set by the material dispersion, and walks-off from the pump pulse, i.e. the input-pulse at fundamental frequency. The second pulse, the driven wave, travels with the group velocity $u_d$ of the nonlinear polarization, i.e. with the group velocity of the fundamental frequency pulse. Consequently, TH radiation at the output of the nonlinear medium consists of two pulses separated in time by the amount $\tau = |\nu_{td}|z$, where $\nu_{td} = 1/u_f - 1/u_d$ is the group velocity mismatch and $z$ is the medium length. Inserting the relevant values of YAG: $z = 6$ mm and $\nu_{td} = 115$ fs/mm, the estimated temporal separation between the free and driven TH pulses thus is 690 fs, which is very close to that of 670 fs, as retrieved by taking a Fourier transform of the fringe pattern shown in Fig. 4.3. In the spectral domain, the TH interference pattern can be expressed as:

$$S_f(\omega) + S_d(\omega) + 2\sqrt{S_f(\omega)S_d(\omega)} \cos(\phi_f - \phi_d + \omega(\tau_f - \tau_d)),$$

where $S_f(\omega)$ and $S_d(\omega)$ are the spectra of free and driven pulses and $\Delta \phi = \phi_f - \phi_d$ denotes the instant phase difference between the free and driven TH pulses. The fringe pattern shown in Fig. 4.5(a) is thus regarded as 3f-3f interferogram. Figure 4.5(a) shows a series of 1000 3f-3f interferograms, whose fringes are remarkably stable in time. The extracted phase $\Delta \phi$ jitter is plotted in Fig. 4.5(b) indicating a rms fluctuations of 48 mrad, which is
attributed to intensity fluctuations of the pump.

## 4.4 Measurements of CEP fluctuations from the beating between supercontinuum and third harmonic spectra

Finally, we experimentally demonstrate the practical use of intrinsic TH generation, as the observed spectral beating between SC and TH directly produces the f-3f interferogram, whose time series readily provide the statistics of CEP fluctuations. Although the TH component due to its low intensity ceases to be directly visible in the angle-integrated SC spectra in the saturation regime of spectral broadening (see the SC spectra measured at higher input-pulse energy in Fig. 4.2), filtering out the conical components of the SC reveals the presence of TH that propagates on the beam axis. We have verified experimentally that the spectral beating is more or less well-detectable in all investigated media, see examples of spectra in fused silica and YAG shown in Fig. 4.6.

![Figure 4.6](image.png)

**Figure 4.6:** Visible and near-infrared part of the supercontinuum generated in (a) fused silica and (b) YAG. In (a) red and blue curves show the stand-alone TH and filtered part of the SC blue peak, respectively. In (b) black and red curves denote angle-integrated and filtered SC spectra, respectively. Note linear and logarithmic scales used for data in fused silica and YAG, respectively, and emerging modulation in the filtered SC spectra as due to spectral beating between SC and TH in the regime of spectral superbroadening.

Taking the SC generation in YAG as an example, we devised a setup, which simultaneously measures f-3f and, for a comparison, a more conven-
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Figure 4.7: A setup for simultaneous measurement of f-3f and f-2f interferograms. DM is the dispersive medium, SHG is the second harmonic generator.

The f-2f interferogram (Fig. 4.7). Specifically, the f-3f interferogram was recorded after careful filtering out the conical part of the SC by placing a 1-mm iris aperture at 5 cm distance from the output face of YAG crystal. A conventional f-2f interferometer consisted of a collimating lens, bulk dispersive medium (DM, 25-mm-long YAG slab), which introduces the necessary delay between the spectral components of the SC (namely, between those located at 2 µm and 1 µm), the SH generator (SHG, 0.5-mm-thick BBO crystal cut for type I phase matching) and a polarizer. The resulting interference pattern is shown in Fig. 4.8(a), where shaded areas mark the interference fringes around 1 µm and 660 nm, generated by sampling the SC pulse with the SH and TH pulses, respectively. Fig. 4.8(b) shows the variation of the interference pattern over 10 s period after recording 1000 single-shot spectrograms. The f-2f interference pattern yields SC pulse CEP rms fluctuations of 300 mrad.

The f-3f interference pattern is more complex and is the superposition of...
supercontinuum, \textit{free} and \textit{driven} pulses electric fields represented in spectral domain as depicted in Fig. 4.9. The spectrum around frequency $3\omega$ therefore can be expressed as:

\begin{equation}
S(\omega) = S_f(\omega) + S_d(\omega) + S_{SC}(\omega) + \\
2 \sqrt{S_f(\omega)S_d(\omega)} \cos(\phi_f - \phi_d + \omega(\tau_f - \tau_d)) + \\
2 \sqrt{S_f(\omega)S_{SC}(\omega)} \cos(\phi_f - \phi_{SC} + \omega(\tau_f - \tau_{SC})) + \\
2 \sqrt{S_d(\omega)S_{SC}(\omega)} \cos(\phi_d - \phi_{SC} + \omega(\tau_d - \tau_{SC})).
\end{equation}

In this case, the Fourier transform $D(t)$ of the measured spectrum $S(\omega)$ is composed of seven peaks, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 4.10(a). Application of arbitrary amplitude filters on the particular peaks (shown as shaded areas) delivers information on phase fluctuations. The farthest peaks at ±640 fs (labelled as 3f-3f) yield phase jitter of 55 mrad, which is attributed to the phase fluctuations between \textit{free} and \textit{driven} TH pulses. The remaining peaks at ±170 fs and ±470 fs (labelled as f-3f) provide CEP fluctuations of 315 mrad and 275 mrad, which are attributed to phase jitters between the SC pulse and \textit{free} and \textit{driven} TH pulses, respectively. Figure 4.10(b) shows the extracted CEP jitter between \textit{free} TH pulse and SC (red solid curve), \textit{driven} pulse and SC (blue dashed curve), second harmonic

Figure 4.9: Schematic representation of simultaneous third harmonic and supercontinuum generation in the regime of large phase and group-velocity mismatch. (a) shows supercontinuum, fundamental and third harmonics pulses in the time domain and (b) in the frequency domain.
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Figure 4.10: (a) An inverse Fourier transform (absolute value) of the of the spectrogram around 660 nm, which is shown enlarged in the inset. (b) show statistics of the retrieved phase jitter between free pulse and SC (red solid curve), driven pulse and SC (blue dashed curve), second harmonic and SC (black dash-dot curve), and SC (black dash-dot curve), as measured over the period of 200 ms. A correlation between f-3f and conventional f-2f interferometry is clearly visible and indicates, that both f-3f and f-2f interferometers are measuring the same physical quantity, i.e. CEP fluctuations of the pump pulse.

In conclusion, we demonstrated ultrabroadband SC generation by filamentation of 20 fs, CEP-stable pulses at 2 µm in wide-bandgap solids: sapphire, fused silica, CaF$_2$, and YAG, in the regime of anomalous GVD. The measured SC spectra span from 450 nm to more than 2.5 µm and their particular shapes crucially depend on digression of the pump wavelength from the zero GVD wavelength. In that regard, CaF$_2$ and YAG provide the SC radiation with the smoothest spectral coverage across the entire detected spectral range. We also detect TH generation, which occurs prior to spectral superbroadening. Periodic modulation of the TH spectrum reveals a double-peaked temporal structure of the TH pulse, consisting of free and driven components, which are generated in the regime of large phase and group-velocity mismatch. We find, that double-peaked TH structure persists also in the regime of spectral superbroadening and coexists with strong
SC emission. We also devised an experimental setup, which simultaneously measures the CEP stability of the SC pulses by means of f-2f and f-3f interferometry. Given a good agreement between the results obtained by f-2f and f-3f methods, the f-3f interferometry based on intrinsic TH generation, suggests a simple and straightforward method to measure CEP fluctuations, despite rather complex temporal structure of the TH pulse.
Main results and conclusions

1. We have demonstrated efficient frequency conversion of ultrashort laser pulses in the ultraviolet by means of phase-matched four-wave mixing in transparent bulk solids with Kerr nonlinearity. The key point in realizing efficient four-wave interactions in isotropic media relies on fulfillment of the noncollinear phase matching condition using cylindrical beam focusing geometry. Under these settings, parametric amplification can be performed with high energy (milijoule) pump pulses, at the same time keeping the laser beam intensity reasonably below the optical damage threshold of the nonlinear medium.

2. The efficient generation of UV harmonics of the Nd:glass laser by means of four-wave difference frequency mixing was demonstrated. Specifically, third-harmonic at 351 nm in fused silica (with 15% energy conversion efficiency), fifth-harmonic at 211 nm in MgF$_2$ crystals (with 10% energy conversion efficiency) and sixth harmonic at 176 nm in MgF$_2$ (>1% energy conversion efficiency) were obtained.

3. We have demonstrated a broadband four-wave optical parametric amplifier, which might support 7.5 fs ultraviolet pulses at 330 nm. The developed analytical model reveals, that parametric gain bandwidth broadening during four-wave optical parametric amplification is resulted by self- and cross-phase modulation effects imposed by the intense pump wave.

4. Visible-to-ultraviolet frequency conversion method based on chirped-pulse four-wave optical parametric amplification in fused silica was demonstrated. The proposed setup produces ∼30 fs, 10 µJ energy pulses at 310 nm.

5. Noncollinear four-wave optical parametric amplifier based on fused silica, which provides sub-30 fs pulses tunable in the near-infrared (1.1 − 1.5 µm) spectral range was demonstrated.
6. It is demonstrated, that efficient DFG and OPA processes can occur at the same time in a single type I BBO crystal if simultaneously pumped at 800 nm and visible (570–630 nm) spectral range. The proposed setup delivers up to 26 µJ energy, ~30 fs pulses tunable in 1.1–2.8 µm wavelength range.

7. 800 nm pumped noncolliner optical parametric amplifier based on type I BBO crystal provides broad phase matching bandwidth if seeded by pulses in the 1.6–2.8 µm spectral range. As an experimental proof, 15 fs, 15 µJ energy pulses at 2 µm central wavelength, with CEP stability of 330 mrad were generated.

8. We demonstrated the generation of ultrabroadband supercontinuum in fused silica, sapphire, CaF$_2$ and YAG, using 20 fs pulses at 2 µm. The SC spectra extend from 450 nm to more than 2500 nm, and their particular shapes depend on dispersive properties of the materials, specifically on the GVD zero wavelength. In that regard, CaF$_2$ and YAG provide the SC radiation with the smoothest spectrum across the entire detected spectral range.

9. Prior to supercontinuum spectral super-broadening, we observe intrinsic third harmonic generation, which occurs in the condition of large phase and group velocity mismatch and consists of free and driven components. The observed spectral beating between SC and TH directly produces the f-3f interferogram, whose time series readily provide the statistics of CEP fluctuations, as simultaneously measured by f-2f and f-3f interferometers.
Appendix I: Optical layout of Topas-White

The Topas-White (Light Conversion Ltd.) is a two-stage noncollinear optical parametric amplifier of white light continuum [79]. The way of operation is as follows (see Fig. 4.11). A small fraction of the incoming 800 nm pulse is used to produce white light continuum in a sapphire plate. The white light beam is collimated using chromatic aberration free, low astigmatism collimator. Then the pulse is sent into a double pass negative dispersion pulse phase shaper consisting of a diffraction grating, a spherical mirror, a folding mirror and a phase mask. Dispersion of this pulse shaper is calculated in order to achieve an adapted chirp of the seed pulse such that: first, the desired bandwidth fits under the pump pulse; secondly, the amplified signal pulse is compressed to the transform limit using material dispersion of fused silica or other material. In addition, the pulse shaper allows controlling the pulse spectrum: by placing a mask in front of the folding mirror one can clip off unwanted spectral components such as residual 800 nm, or narrow the bandwidth. After passing the stretcher, the seed pulse is fed into the preamplifier stage. The maximum bandwidth that can be amplified is from 530 nm to 720 nm. In the power-amplifier stage, the signal beam is overlapped within the same nonlinear crystal with the main pump beam. After the power-amplifier stage, the beam is collimated using a mirror telescope.

The relevant output characteristics of the particular amplifier used in the experiments: tuning range 530-720 nm; pulse duration ≥10 fs at FWHM; pulse energy – up to 10 µJ.
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